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A B S T R A C T
Additive manufacturing technologies based on melting and solidification have considerable si-
milarities with fusion-based welding technologies, either by electric arc or high-power beams.
However, several concepts are being introduced in additive manufacturing which have been
extensively used in multipass arc welding with filler material. Therefore, clarification of funda-
mental definitions is important to establish a common background between welding and additive
manufacturing research communities. This paper aims to review these concepts, highlighting the
distinctive characteristics of fusion welding that can be embraced by additive manufacturing,
namely the nature of rapid thermal cycles associated to small size and localized heat sources, the
non-equilibrium nature of rapid solidification and its effects on: internal defects formation, phase
transformations, residual stresses and distortions. Concerning process optimization, distinct cri-
teria are proposed based on geometric, energetic and thermal considerations, allowing to de-
termine an upper bound limit for the optimum hatch distance during additive manufacturing.
Finally, a unified equation to compute the energy density is proposed. This equation enables to
compare works performed with distinct equipment and experimental conditions, covering the
major process parameters: power, travel speed, heat source dimension, hatch distance, deposited
layer thickness and material grain size.
1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing allows structures fabrication in a layer-by-layer deposition process and is revolutionizing the manu-
facturing industry due to its ability to obtain near-net shape products, in a short time span, with almost no material waste.
An upmost key feature of additive manufacturing based on melting and solidification, is the use of fundamental knowledge
generated by decades of research on welding metallurgy and technologies, based on electric arc and high-energy density beams (laser
and electron beam). This experience in welding can be used to better understand the additive manufacturing process and the im-
plications on the microstructural features of the produced parts, including the origin of internal defects (type, morphology, location
and quantity).
Most prevailing industrial applications of additive manufacturing use laser beam systems which, under appropriate process
control, produce parts with good dimensional precision and surface finish [1–3]. However, electron beam-based systems tend to
deliver sound parts with better mechanical properties, since the process is developed in a vacuum chamber at a uniform high
temperature, which decreases residual stresses that build-up during layer deposition. Both electron and laser systems require high
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investment costs. Thus, additive manufacturing with electric arc and plasma are dedicated to large parts manufacturing.
Alternatively to high-power beams, electric arc heat sources can be used in additive manufacturing where the production rate is a
major requirement [4]. Nevertheless, laser or electron beam sources are preferred for parts with fine features or requiring high
dimensional tolerances, due to their small size heat source.
Additive manufacturing techniques based on melting and solidification induce complex thermal profiles throughout the material
[5,6]. Whether, the added material is powder or wire, the first layer is melted and solidified onto a substrate. When a second layer is
deposited on the previous, the introduced heat must completely melt this second layer and partially re-melt the one underneath.
Moreover, a heat affected zone is created in the first deposited layer, which, depending on the material, may promote additional
solid-state transformations. This process is repeated over and over until the part is complete. Therefore, the heat introduced to deposit
each layer generates successive heat affected zones on previously deposited layers, in a process similar to multipass fusion welding
[7–10]. As in welding, additive manufactured parts experience non-equilibrium solidification [11–13], due to fast cooling rates
observed. The effect of multiple thermal cycles over these non-equilibrium structures may promote the formation of new phases and
precipitates if the permanence time at a specific temperature for the solid-state transformation to occur is reached.
As additive manufacturing technologies based on electric arc or high-power beams are still being matured, well-established
knowledge from welding metallurgy can be transferred to better understand and improve additive manufacturing techniques.
Currently, the processing parameters used by the additive manufacturing community lack comparability and, thus, a compre-
hensive effort to encompass the vast generated knowledge over the past years is necessary to foster the development of additive
manufacturing techniques into new applications.
Recently, a very comprehensive revision on additive manufacturing was published by DebRoy et al. [1]. The present paper aims to
revise fusion welding concepts applicable to additive manufacturing of metals, highlighting the similarities between both technol-
ogies and the procedures used in welding that can be directly applicable in additive manufacturing. Specifically, this paper focus on
strategies to control the microstructure of the fusion zone in welds in terms of heat source manipulation, optimization of operating
procedures and correction of microstructure, to improve mechanical performance and avoid internal defects in additively manu-
factured parts. In fact, most of existing literature on additive manufacturing is built on welding technology and welding metallurgy.
Therefore, this paper intends to evidence how the welding and additive manufacturing communities can establish a synergetic
relationship. Concerning additive manufacturing process optimization, distinct criteria (geometric, energetic and thermal) are pro-
posed to determine an upper bound limit for the hatch distance. Finally, an equation to compare energy densities used with different
additive manufacturing equipment and varying the most relevant process parameters (power, travel speed, hatch distance, layer
thickness, grain size and diameter of the heat source) is proposed.
Nomenclature
BD Building Direction
CAD Computer Aided Design
CMT Cold Metal Transfer
DR Deposition Rate
E Energy
EBSD Electron Backscattered Diffraction
HI Heat Input
HIP Hot Isostatic Pressing
LHI Linear Heat Input
MAG Metal Active Gas
MIG Metal Inert Gas
PDD Powder Deposition Rate
TIG Tungsten Inert Gas
WAAM Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing
WPS Welding Procedure Specification
Cp heat capacity
dLaser laser beam diameter




Eeff effective energy per unit of area
F volumetric fluency
h hatch spacing/distance
Heatfusion latent heat of fusion
I current intensity
m mass of material
K thermal conductivity




T0 initial temperature of the base material
tint laser/material interaction time
o overlap distance between two consecutive points




Rpowder powder feed rate
v welding speed
V voltage
x distance travelled by the heat source
w layer width
α thermal diffusivity
β dimensionless parameter defined by the grain size
to heat source diameter ratio
ρ density of the material
ρbed relative density of the powder-bed
η heat source efficiency
φ wire diameter
ΔT variation of temperature
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2. Welding
The need to produce complex parts constituted a major driving force for the development of welding technologies. In fact,
welding dates back from 8000 bC, namely brazing, where a molten metallic alloy with a low melting temperature was poured
between two solid materials promoting joining [14]. However, it was just in beginning of the 20th century, that welding became a
reality in industry, after major scientific and technological breakthroughs. Some of these developments included mastering of the
electrical arc, discovered in the 1800′s and easier access to electricity after World War I. However, it was after World War II that
major developments were achieved, both in the technology itself and in materials behavior. Because of such technological conquests,
welding disseminated rapidly and was finally embraced by the industry for mass production of complex structures.
One of the most important developments was the invention of Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) process in 1942 [15], where a non-
consumable tungsten rod was used to initiate the electric arc under the protection of an inert gas. TIG is commonly used to join a wide
variety of materials including steels [16], Ni-based [17], Ti-based [18] and Aluminum alloys [19], for example. The fact it does not
use a filler material limits its use to thin plates or tubes.
Further developments encompassed the use of a continuous wire feed, which significantly increased production rates in an
automatized process. Metal Inert/Active Gas (MIG/MAG) was developed late in the 40́s of the 20th century. In this process, an
electric arc is established between a consumable electrode and the base material, under a shielding gas atmosphere. The gas can be
inert (He or Ar) or active (mostly CO2 or other gas mixtures) [20,21]. Melting of both electrode and base materials to join is promoted
by the heat generated in the electrical arc. This process is one of the most used in industry, in either manual or in robotized welding
cells.
Melting of the consumable rod originates the formation of drops that are directed to the molten pool through a combination of
forces due to: electromagnetic effects (Fem), gravity (Fg), surface tension (Fts) and vaporization (Fv). Fig. 1 depicts the contribution of
each acting force either to push or to pull a drop out of the consumable rod. The gas type, rod diameter, feeding rate and stick-out
affect the acting forces and, thus, the drop detachment form. Depending on the current voltage and intensity, three main regimes for
drop detachment from the tip of the wire can occur and these are: short circuit, spray and globular. Nevertheless, far more modes
have been identified by researchers and recognized by the International Institute of Welding.
Short circuit occurs at both low voltage and current intensity leading to small drop size, being easy to control the deposited metal
[22]. However, the deposition rate is low and in cases where productivity is a major requirement, globular transfer is desirable
despite the large quantity of fumes and particles emitted.
The need for increased productivity and better weld quality pushed for the development of several variants of MIG/MAG.
Synergic MIG is an alternative technique developed in the early 1980′s which is now widely used in industry. This welding source
allows to vary the wire feed rate, together with the power, while the voltage slightly varies with the current intensity. It measures the
arc voltage and compares this value to a reference one so that, when necessary, the feed rate is corrected to have a continuous and
regular molten pool. The source is electronically controlled.
More recently, another variant of MIG/MAG welding was developed that permits to control the molten pool at high welding
speeds. Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) uses a push and pull electro-mechanical system acting on the consumable rod allowing to have
regular small drop size at low heat input. Some authors find it interesting for additive manufacturing using electric arc, though the
deposition rate is low [23].
The use of high-power beams applied in welding dates from the 1960′s and is now recurrent in industry [24]. Both laser and
electron beam share common features which include: small beam size, precise control of beam shape and position, and very high
energy density. The extension of the thermal affected areas is narrow with consequent low residual stresses and almost no distortions
Fig. 1. Forces acting on a drop hanging from a wire during welding: Fg – gravity; Fd – plasma jet; Fem – electromagnetic forces/Pitch effect; Fts –
surface tension; Fv – vaporization.
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[25,26]. Additionally, both processes can be used for dissimilar welding [27–34].
In electron beam welding, a beam of electrons is produced in the cathode and accelerated onto the materials to be joined, which
act as the anode. In the interaction area, the kinetic energy of the electrons is converted into heat, melting the base materials and
promoting joining. This is a very efficient energy process, since up to 95% of the kinetic energy is converted into heat [34].
In laser welding, a monochromatic beam of light radiation, coherent and with virtually no divergence, is used to heat the material.
Depending on the laser beam wavelength and the absorptivity of the materials to be joined, the efficiency of the process varies. For
metallic alloys the absorptivity increases when decreasing the laser beam wavelength, which partially explains the weldability
improvements observed when transitioning from CO2 lasers (with a beam radiation wavelength of 10.6 μm) to Nd:YAG and fiber ones
(with 1.06 μm of wavelength) [35,36]. Both electron and laser beam welding are commonly referred as high-density energy welding
processes, owing to the ability to decrease the beam spot significantly.
Electron beam welding was first developed but required a vacuum chamber [37,38]. However, it does not need consumables, such
as gases, to protect the molten pool and adjacent zones from oxidation, during the process. Currently, pumping systems enable high
production rates, with significant benefits to industry.
Laser welding appeared after electron beam welding and became rapidly popular since no vacuum chamber was needed (the
process could run in open air atmosphere) with less equipment investment. Currently, a wide range of laser welding systems exist and
the most used are Nd:YAG, fiber and CO2.
Similarly to electron beam welding, the high versatility of laser welding makes it a unique technique capable of performing both
similar and dissimilar materials joining [39–42]. During laser welding, shielding gases are necessary to protect the fusion and heat
affected zones from oxidation and/or incorporation of undesired gases and particles [43,44].
The high energy density of both processes originates a keyhole welding mode when the heat is transferred in depth and the weld
width is narrow [45]. When keyhole mode is observed the welds tend to have an aspect ratio, defined by the depth to width ratio,
larger than 1. If the energy density is reduced, conduction welding mode is observed and the depth to width ratio in the fusion zone is
well below 1. Though in deep welding keyhole mode is desirable, for thin sheets and dissimilar materials welding, conduction mode is
preferred. A mixed mode of keyhole and conduction welding can also be observed at intermediate values of energy density [46,47].
Besides the technological aspects of welding processes, extensive and detailed studies were performed on welding metallurgy. The
processes and their effects on materials were also subjected to tremendous research efforts to understand the connection and in-
teraction between processing, microstructure and mechanical properties. For accurate metallurgical understanding and description of
the underlying phenomena, new tools for materials analysis, such as dilatometry [48,49], scanning electron microscopy [39,50–53],
transmission electron microscopy [54–56], X-ray diffraction [57–59] and software for thermodynamics, thermal and mechanical
behavior [60], have been developed and are now extensively used by both academia and industry.
Associated to any fusion-based welding process there are four major aspects to consider and these are of thermal, chemical,
metallurgical and mechanical domains. The thermal effect due to high temperature cycle is, eventually, the most important since it
affects the thermal distribution and the metallurgical behavior of the materials to be joined, as well as, its mechanical performance,
so these are discussed separately.
2.1. Thermal aspects
The quantity of heat introduced during welding, the thermal conductivity and specific heat of the base material(s) are funda-
mental to determine the cooling rate, and this is of paramount importance to control solid-state transformations upon cooling that
may occur in the heat affected and fusion zones.
Rosenthal, in 1941, developed the theory for the thermal cycle description and presented two equations that are still the basis of
analytical and numerical mathematical modelling of heat transfer in welding [61]. Despite its extensive use, it is worth to mention
that these equations have some limiting assumptions, such as: it considers punctual heat sources, heat dissipation simply by con-
duction under equilibrium conditions, disregarding convection losses in the dynamic molten pool and surface radiation. Additionally,
it does not consider phase transformation enthalpy, including melting, and the variability of thermal properties with temperature.
The developed solutions for bi and three-dimensional heat flow, observed in thin and thick plates, respectively, are described by Eqs.
(1) and (2), allow the calculation of the peak temperature T in [K] at any point distant, x, from the heat source:
=T T P
2 K






e0 v(R x)/2 (2)
Where:
– T [K], is the temperature at a given position;
– T0 [K], is the initial temperature of the base material;
– P [W], is the welding power;
– K [W m−1 K−1], is the thermal conductivity of the material;
– K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and zero order;
– α [m2 s−1], is the thermal diffusivity of the material;
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– R [m], is the radial distance from the weld centerline, that is, R = (x2+ y2)1/2 or R = (x2+ y2+ z2)1/2 for 2D and 3D heat flow,
respectively;
– v [m s−1], is the welding speed;
– x [m], is the distance from the heat source.
The heat input, HI in [W s mm−1] or [J mm−1], is a fundamental parameter in welding, controlling the quantity of heat
introduced into the material, and is defined as the welding power (Q) [W] to welding speed (v) [m s−1] ratio, according to Eq. (3):
=HI Q
v (3)
With η [%] being the efficiency of power transferred, that is, the ratio between the power delivered and the one effectively
introduced into the material.
The physical meaning of the heat input is, thus, the energy [J] introduced by unit of length [m]. So, Eq. (3) is equivalent to Eq.
(4), considering that the power is the energy per unit of time, E/t, while the travel speed is the distance covered per unit of time. So,
Eq. (4) establishes the final definition of heat input in one dimension, that is:








where E is the energy [J] and L [m] the distance travelled by the heat source.
For arc welding, the heat input is defined by:






where I [A] and V [V] are the electric current intensity and voltage, respectively, and v [m s−1] is the travel speed of the heat source.
The energy efficiency, η, depends on the welding process and can vary from about 95% for electron beam [34] and up to 80% for laser
[62], while it is lower for gas metal arc welding (30–50%) [63]. This parameter considers the energy losses for gas ionization, to
surrounding environment and to the filler material, if any.
The heat input is fundamental in welding, since it affects the volume and shape of the molten material, the extension of both heat
affected and fusion zones and the cooling rate in these regions. In high-power density processes, such as electron beam and laser
welding, another important parameter is the energy density, which controls the welding mode (keyhole, conduction or mixed mode).
The energy density is the energy deposited per unit of interaction area and has units of [J mm−2] and is also referred to as the power
density [W mm−2].
The concept of power density is not considered in arc welding since the arc/material interaction area is difficult to quantify as it
varies during welding, even when automated.
Since the heat is deposited locally on the material surface through a moving heat source, a three-dimensional distribution of
temperature, which identifies the peak temperature at any point of a weld and allows to determine the cooling rate, can be computed.
Both the maximum temperature and the cooling rate control the microstructural modifications and the residual stresses (magnitude
and pattern), along the welded joint. Fig. 2 depicts the peak temperature evolution along a butt weld, in the so-called thermal solid, as
well as, the isothermal lines created by the heat source.
2.2. Chemical and microstructural aspects
In the melted region, due to high temperatures, different chemical reactions can occur: (1) within the liquid; (2) between the
liquid and the solid filler material, if any; (3) between the liquid and the surrounding atmosphere. The main consequences of each
type of reaction are: (1) volatilization of low vapor pressure elements with corresponding modification of the chemical composition
of the molten metal; (2) pores and lack of fusion; (3) oxide inclusions. Loss of elements generally leads to poor mechanical properties,
as well as, to the formation of defects.
Solidification occurs by epitaxial grain growth, that is, it starts on non-melted solid grains from the heat affected zone, which is
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of: (a) isothermal lines and (b) of the thermal solid (temperature evolution along the material) for a welded joint.
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favored by grains with a crystallographic orientation parallel to the heat flow direction. This is a feature of welding solidification that
is also observed in casting, though at smaller scale. The microstructures in the fusion zone can have different morphologies, such as,
planar, cellular and dendritic and these are controlled by: temperature gradient (T), grain growth rate (R), undercooling (ΔT) and
chemical composition. While the morphology is controlled by the grain growth rate to temperature gradient ratio (G/T), the crystal
growth is governed by the G.R product as shown in Fig. 3. With increasing constitutional undercooling, the microstructure may shift
from planar to cellular and from this to dendritic or exhibit a combination of these. The first grains solidify as dendrites since the
underneath base material is much cooler than the molten metal and, so, the thermal gradient is predominant relative to crystal
growth. However, after some time the supercooling effect decreases, and solidification tends to be planar, in an epitaxial grain growth
mode, where the new grains form over the previous ones, and growth along more compact crystallographic directions perpendicular
to isothermal lines, in a competitive grain growth process.
2.3. Mechanical aspects
Since there is always a thermal gradient along a weld, expansion and contraction upon heating and cooling, respectively, are not
uniform and thus, the material undergoes differential deformation. This creates permanent plastic deformations, distortions and
residual stresses [64–66]. The pattern of these stresses depend on the joint configuration, material thermo-physical properties
(thermal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion) and mechanical properties (elastic modulus, yield strength and Poisson
ratio). Fig. 4 depicts a common residual stress pattern observed in a butt welded joint of a thin plate.
Since there is a sharp temperature gradient near the weld, the material experiences distinct rates of expansion and contraction in
adjacent sections. As the temperature increases, expansion of an area is constrained by the adjacent one, further away from the heat
source, which is cooler. As a result, tensile and compressive stresses are generated in the fusion and heat affected zones, as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 4. If the flow stress is surpassed, causing the material to yield locally, the residual stresses decrease. As the
temperature lowers, adjacent hotter material reverses this plastic strain and tensile stresses form. Depending on the rigidity of the
structure residual stresses may equal or exceed the yield stress of the material. If these residual stresses and residual strains imposed
at high temperatures overcome the yield strength of the material distortions occur, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.
Another important contribution to the formation and magnitude of residual stresses are the solid-state transformations. As an
example, in high strength steels, the martensitic transformation can be followed by nearly 4% dilation, or about 1.4% linear strain.
Other factors such as grain size, affects the magnitude of volume changes and therefore may impact the developed residual stresses.
Pre- and/or post-heating are typically used to reduce residual stresses, since the thermal cycle is smoother and the cooling rate
decreases. However, other strategies can be used, such as deposition sequence and weld length, besides the control of the heat input,
and the use of post-weld heat treatments.
2.4. Multipass welding
In multipass or multi-run welds, microstructural refinement is observed with improvements of weld toughness and reduction of
residual stresses [67]. The main reasons are:
– each subsequent thermal cycle refines or “normalizes” the grains of the previous weld metal;
– the previous pass has an effect of pre-heating the material and, so, the cooling rate decreases;
– subsequent thermal cycles tend to anneal out residual stresses caused by previous passes.
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the effect of temperature gradient and growth rate on the solidification microstructures (from [1]).
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Thus, successive thermal cycles affect the microstructure of both as-solidified material and heat affected zones. The subsequent
pass partially remelts the previous one and, if there are no solid-state phase transformations, grains grow by epitaxy. Nevertheless,
the dislocation density of the previously solidified weld metal can hinder excessive grain growth and cause recrystallization to occur.
A schematic representation of a multipass weld is depicted in Fig. 6. It is observed that different regions of the weld metal may be
reheated multiple times during deposition of subsequent beads. For example, region A is only reheated once due to deposition of weld
bead number 2. In opposition, region B is reheated twice due to weld beads number 2 and 3. Therefore, it is expected that the
resulting microstructure is different in regions A and B. This behavior can be even more complex depending on the deposition
sequence and the heat input of each weld bead, which influence the cooling rate of subsequent passes. Therefore, a graded micro-
structure is often observed along deposited beads, with characteristics and morphologies that depend on the material solid-state
transformations.
In multipass welding, there is no guidance or consensus on how to analyze the heat input. However, a common procedure adopted
in design and in welding procedure specifications (WPS) is to record the heat input for each single pass and calculate an average value
that is later used in process qualification.
During multipass welding, only a small part of the reheated heat affected zone is subjected to high temperature peaks during a
subsequent pass (Fig. 7). Thus, the heat affected zone of previous passes experiences a mild post-weld heat treatment.
As previously stated, welding microstructures largely depend on the material behavior under a thermal cycle and so, precipitation
or formation of new phases can be observed depending on the peak temperature and the cooling time that each region experienced
during welding. However, it must be noticed that some materials, such as steels or aluminum alloys, undergo reheat cracking.
3. Additive manufacturing
Several technologies of fusion-based additive manufacturing are currently under development. They all have two common fea-
tures: (1) the use of computer aided design (CAD) tools to create parts and (2) the part is manufactured in a layer-by-layer deposition
strategy. The most important advantage of this new way of manufacturing relies in the freedom to produce, virtually, any shape and
geometry, in any material or combination of distinct materials. Other advantages emerge, such as: material savings, independence of
Fig. 4. Schematic of a butt welded joint showing a residual stress pattern.
Fig. 5. Example of angular distortion due to a weld deposited bead.
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a multipass weld. Numbers 1 to 6 represent the sequence of passes. Dotted lines correspond to the heat affected
zones created by each pass. Zone A is reheated once (by weld pass 2), whereas zone B is reheated twice (by weld passes 2 and 3) (adapted from
[68]).
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human interaction and short production times in line with new manufacturing and costumer delivering approaches [69].
Though solid-state manufacturing technologies are being investigated, fusion-based ones are still the most interesting due to
productivity issues. As far as heat sources are concerned, laser beam, electron beam, electric arc and plasma are the ones under use,
while materials to melt can be in the form of powder or wire.
The thermal effects of successive melted layers deposited on top, or aside, of each other are of paramount importance to prevent
defect formation, microstructural features and mechanical performance of the produced parts [70] and, thus, the next section is
devoted to analyze the specific effects of multiple thermal cycles.
3.1. Thermal aspects
While in welding, the heat input concept is well established and it has a linear dimension, in additive manufacturing this largely
varies between research groups, especially those using laser-based systems. Firstly, an in-volume energy density concept, ED [J
mm−3], was introduced. This energy density, captured from welding, was adjusted by introducing new parameters, namely, the
hatch distance, h [mm], which is the lateral distance between two consecutive passes, and the layer thickness [71–74] (or track width
[75]), d [mm], as described by Eq. (6), with P [W] and v [m s−1] being, respectively, the power and the travel speed of the heat
source.
=ED P
v h d (6)
Haberland et al. [75] further extended the concept of energy density depicted in Eq. (6) (using the track width term instead of
layer thickness) by introducing Eqs. (7) and (8), depending if the track width (dt) exceeded the hatch (h) distance or not, and
inserting new variables, such as the laser beam diameter, dLaser [mm], and the relative density of the powder-bed, ρbed, with arbitrary
units. Despite the units presented in Haberland’s work [75] are inappropriate, dimensional analysis using correct units ensure that
both Eqs. (7) and (8) exhibit units of [J mm−3], that is, in-volume energy density.
=ED P
d h d
















Other authors [81] have also defined an effective energy per unit of area (Eeff) [J mm−2] as in Eq. (10), and for powder fed
systems, a powder deposition density (PDD) [g mm−2] as in Eq. (11), where Rpowder is the powder feed rate in [g min−1].
=E P






Finally, a volumetric fluence, F [J mm−3], was also defined in [82] for laser additive manufacturing based on pulsed wave heat
sources, by introducing the laser beam/material interaction time, tint [s], instead of the travel speed. This last one is replaced by an
overlap distance between two consecutive laser pulses within the same track, o [mm], so that:
Fig. 7. Effect of multipass welding on the temperature profile in the heat affected zone of a low carbon steel (from [67]).






Currently, there is no consensual definition on how to quantify the heat introduced in each deposited layer, which is fundamental
to control solidification and molten metal transfer, in case of wire feed systems. In fact, all these equations are empirical without
phenomenological physical demonstration. Table 1 resumes the most used physical quantities considered in additive manufacturing.
The deposition rate, DR [kg h−1], is a parameter of critical importance, when productivity is a major concern, and this is
calculated using the layer thickness (d) and width (w), and the density of the powder material (ρ), following Eq. (13) for powder-bed
systems. In case of wire feed systems, Eq. (14) can be used to determine the deposition rate, considering the wire diameter, ɸ.
=DR d·w·60· (13)
=DR ·60·2 (14)
Mathematical modelling of additive manufacturing is not a simple task, particularly if other than thermal analysis is envisaged, as
material transfer and structural analysis [83]. Several research efforts are ongoing, attempting to predict component characteristics
that could accomplish process certification [1]. This is a very important area that will allow researchers to have a deeper under-
standing on the peculiarities of the process, in order to improve it and complete parts with optimized microstructures and enhanced
mechanical and functional properties.
3.2. Thermal analysis of additive manufacturing in light of welding technology
The well-established concept of heat input used in fusion welding can be generalized to additive manufacturing, if a proper
interpretation of linear, or 1D heat input, is used. That is, the physical quantity of heat input based on “energy per length” must be
used instead of “power per velocity”.
Therefore, a simple thermodynamic analysis, based on the identification of: (i) a control volume and (ii) an energy balance, leads
to conclude that, the 3D equivalent of heat input for additive manufacturing is “Energy per Volume” and is given in Table 2.
The demonstration of the previous equation regarding the equivalent 3D heat input (or in-volume heat input), HI3D, for additive
manufacturing consists of:
– Defining a 3D control volume, Δx×Δy×Δz, encompassing all the melted material (Fig. 8);
– Quantifying the summation of the energy input, due to multiple passes, spaced by a lateral displacement (hatch distance, h). It is
important to notice that both end passes (1 and 4 in Fig. 8) contribute with just one half each to the energy balance;





Number of passes Energy per pass
x y z
,3D (15)
Since the number of passes that fully contributes to the energy input is Δx divided by h, and noticing that the energy per pass is the








The time (t) that each pass is under the control volume corresponds to the length (Δy) divided by the linear travel speed (v), and,








Summary of the main equations for energy/power calculations in additive manufacturing found in the literature.
Designation Equation Source
Linear heat input [J mm−1] =LHI Pv
[76–80]




Energy density or volumetric fluency [J mm−3] =F tint Ph d o
[82]
Energy density [J mm−3] =ED Pv h d
[71–74]
Energy density [J mm−3] =ED P
bed dLaser h d
[75]
Energy density [J mm−3] = ( )ED 2Pbed dLaser h d hdt [75]
Powder deposition density [g mm−2] =PDD Rv dLaser
[81]
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This equation can be simplified resulting in Eq. (18), which provides the 3D generalization of heat input in additive manu-




3.3. Microstructural effects in fusion-based additive manufacturing
The energy density highly affects the amount of heat deposited in a certain point, and so the heat transfer conditions. This is
critical since the energy density governs the deposition rate and the productivity, but it cannot be seen separately from the material
solid-state transformations and its effect on the mechanical performance. Basically, metallic alloys have one or more of the three basic
types of solid-state transformations: (1) those leading to precipitation, as most aluminum alloys, which can either produce strain
hardening or material softening; (2) the inexistence of solid-state transformations, as in ferritic and austenitic stainless steels; (3) the
formation of predicted phases after the equilibrium phase diagrams or metastable ones in rapid cooling conditions.
Table 2
Heat input calculation for welding (1D) and for additive manufacturing (3D).










Where: Q [W] is the heat source power, v [m s−1] is the travel speed, h [mm] is the hatch
distance and Δz [mm] is the thickness of the melted layer. This equation is applicable in wire
and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), since this process is very similar to multiple welds
overlapped (fully or in part) and in laser or electron beam-based additive manufacturing where
fusion occurs.
Fig. 8. Control volume used to determine the in-volume heat input (or energy density) during additive manufacturing.
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of different gradient structures which can be created by additive manufacturing (from [91]).
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An interesting feature of fusion-based additive manufacturing is its potential to obtain very small grain size due to the high
cooling rates observed. For most metallic engineering alloys, this increases strength [84–86], though other materials behave dif-
ferently [87–89]. However, the thermal cycle experienced by the as-built part may favor grain growth if there is sufficient residence
time at critical temperatures for grain coarsening. Therefore, the building sequence can be optimized to minimize such potential
undesirable effects.
With additive manufacturing technologies it is possible to develop chemically graded structures as exemplified in [90–92], and
schematically shown in Fig. 9. In dissimilar welding, there are materials pairs with a vast potential of applications, if successful
joined. Examples include: austenitic to ferritic steels joining [93], Ni-based alloys to steels [50,94], and Ni- to Ti-based alloys [29,95].
In all cases, successful joining is defined by a sound weld joint with mechanical properties adequate for the envisaged application.
This is not an easy task due to limited control of chemistry in the fusion zone which can lead to the formation of detrimental
intermetallic phases and therefore to a significant decrease in the mechanical properties. In fact, a smooth transition between one
base material into the other would be a more desirable scenario during dissimilar welding. In additive manufacturing, this can be
accomplished through a precise control of process parameters [90,96]. Furthermore, by controlling the chemical composition
throughout the part, it is possible to avoid chemical composition ranges where undesirable phases are formed thus circumventing
them.
Another interesting feature, in parts manufactured by additive manufacturing, is the capability to control texture along the part.
For example, recent works have shown that by changing the scan strategy it is possible to modify the grain characteristics along the
part [5,97–99]. Texture control in fusion welding is significantly more difficult. Because of this capability, new and more functional
applications can be obtained in parts fabricated by additive manufacturing, provided that the control of the microstructure yields
interesting structural and/or functional properties.
From the examples highlighted above, it is clear that the microstructural control that can be achieved in additive manufacturing is
an important characteristic, since it can overcome some of the most intricate problems observed in conventional manufacturing
processes. To this sense, the potential to create functionally graded structures, either by controlling the composition and/or the grain
structure, is a clear advantage when compared to other technologies, such as welding.
Defects may occur in both welding and additive manufacturing processes, but basically, they have the same origin. Typical
welding defects include: porosities, spatters, hot and/or cold cracking, lack of fusion and distortions caused by thermal/residual
stresses. The origins and potential remedies of welding defects are well-known by now after decades of dedicated study of welding
metallurgy, where extensive experimental and modelling work has been performed to understand how different welding parameters
can influence them.
The main defects that may occur in additive manufacturing and the (simplified) reasons for their appearance are as follows:
porosity is caused by entrapped gases resulting from decomposition of oxides at high temperatures; lack of fusion is caused by
incomplete melting between subsequent depositions; hot cracking is due to the formation of low temperature eutectic films; cold
cracking results from the formation of hard and brittle phases; delamination occurs by residual stresses build-up in between adjacent
deposited layers.
The presence of porosity in parts fabricated by additive manufacturing may be intentional, when it is aimed to obtain porous
structures [100,101], or unintentional, when the process is not controlled and undesired pores remain in the part [102]. Porosity or
gas voids resulting from entrapped gases are typically observed in powder-bed systems [103]. To decrease the number of such
defects, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is typically performed after the part is build [104]. However, this strategy increases time and
costs, thus its elimination (by obtaining fully dense parts after additive manufacturing) would significantly increase the widespread of
additive manufacturing technologies. Another common feature in powder-bed systems, where a laser is used as the heat source, is the
requirement for stress relieve heat treatments after production [105]. Both shielding gas type and flow rate are critical in porosity
formation/control. For example, hydrogen is responsible for the formation of pores in fusion welding, due to the development of
small blow holes [106]. In laser-based additive manufacturing, protection of the molten pool and adjacent material is usually per-
formed by the gas atmosphere that fills the working envelope, which is less effective than in laser welding, where shielding gas is
more localized and better oriented towards the molten pool. Therefore, the incorporation of strange elements into the molten pool
during additive manufacturing is easier to occur than in laser welding [107], thus intensifying potential detrimental effects created by
such elements.
Delamination is another defect that is identified during additive manufacturing, but not in welding. Since for powder-bed systems
it is necessary to selectively solidify the top powder layer, the energy is non-uniformly introduced into the material. Selective heating
of the powder origins steep thermal gradients and, therefore, residual stresses are generated between layers. Once the residual stress
magnitude is higher than the bonding between two consecutive layers, delamination occurs. To overcome such problems, it has been
reported that the scan strategy is of critical importance [108].
Residual stresses, evaluated by either modelling or experimental approaches, also attracts significant interest by the additive
manufacturing community [6,78,109,110] since controlling the residual stress distribution across the parts is critical to optimize
mechanical properties and prevent distortions, or incorrect geometries and dimensions.
Recent works have clarified the cracking mechanisms that occur in additively manufactured parts in materials that are known for
their poor weldability, mainly Ni-based alloys [111–115]. These works provide useful information on the fundamental mechanisms,
namely the formation of undesired phases and liquid films that drive crack formation and propagation during part production and
can be used to obtain general guidelines that enable to obtain crack-free parts.
Defect-free parts are critical in structural applications under dynamic loads. For example, the presence of internal defects such as
porosity, lack of fusion and micro-cracks will have a detrimental impact on the fatigue resistance of the as-built components. Since
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these defects can vary from one part to another even within the same build it is expected that the fatigue life scattering is larger than
in materials processed by conventional manufacturing technologies. On the other hand, under static load solicitations no significant
scattering of mechanical properties is expected provided that the process parameters are well controlled. Moreover, with the ability to
obtain very fine microstructures, owing to the fast cooling rates experienced, an increase in the overall mechanical properties of
additive manufactured parts, when compared to more conventional manufacturing processes, can be expected.
Even though tight process control and understanding is necessary to obtain defect-free parts, the use of non-destructive techniques
is crucial for faster and more significant implementation of additive manufacturing in a wide range of industries, especially in those
where fabricated parts are used as structural materials.
Unlike subtractive manufacturing technologies, in additive manufacturing the use of in-situ process monitoring is not a standard
yet [116]. This means that any discontinuities generated during the process will be detected just after the part is build. This may
represent a significant setback owing to the high production costs and, therefore, there is a significant interest in the development of
in-situ non-destructive techniques that can monitor the production and alert operators once a defect is detected. This will decrease
production time and material waste with obvious economic advantages for the industry.
However, the use of non-destructive techniques in additive manufacturing requires significant adaptations to what is currently
performed in welding inspection. Welding inspection typically involves ultrasounds and X-rays for detection of internal defects, as
well as, dye penetrants and magnetic particles for surface and sub-surface defects detection. This inspection is usually performed
offline, that is, after welding. However, when it comes to additive manufacturing, online inspection is mostly wanted, since a layer-
by-layer monitoring is most appropriate to detect defects earlier in production of the parts, allowing its correction and the adjustment
of the process parameters [117]. Also, due to the complex shape of the parts, inspection of the finished product can be very difficult to
perform, and this is critical for structural parts. Therefore, conventional non-destructive testing methods as ultrasound, X-ray, dye
penetrants and magnetic particles have several drawbacks regarding inspection of parts fabricated by additive manufacturing.
This leads to a new inspection paradigm that implies major adjustments and customization of traditional non-destructive
methods, as well as, the use of new ones [116,118]. Other non-destructive techniques, such as eddy currents, can be used for online
monitoring of the process, and eventually for microstructural characterization [119]. Mapping of heterogeneities along the material
by electrical current 2D scanning [120], proved to detect defects but also microstructural changes. Other in-situ monitoring tech-
niques currently used in additive manufacturing encompass the use of high-speed cameras to control the size of the melt pool and its
temperature.
4. Strategies to improve weld fusion zone microstructures and its application to additive manufacturing
One of the critical issues in fusion-based welding is the development of coarse columnar grains in the fusion zone [61], which,
according to the Hall-Petch equation [86], decreases the yield stress of the deposited material and, thus, its mechanical resistance.
Additionally, for some materials, such as duplex stainless steels, the existence of large grains in the fusion zone is sufficient to
promote a higher amount of austenite upon cooling, thus disrupting the nearly equal proportion of austenite and ferrite required for
these materials [121]. Aside from the large grain size observed in the fusion zone, the columnar structure promotes a preferential
texture, leading to anisotropic properties that can cause premature failure during service, especially in multiaxial loading conditions.
So, the need to control the microstructure, especially in the fusion zone, is crucial to increase the mechanical properties. For
certain alloys, such as Mg alloys, the existence of a fine grained fusion zone can greatly improve the solidification-cracking resistance
[122]. Several techniques exist to control the microstructure and dilution with the parent base material is, eventually, the simplest
one. However, other operating techniques have been developed for alloys without solid state transformations to improve their
mechanical resistance.
This section describes the most important techniques, how they impact the microstructure and mechanical properties of the fusion
zone, and how additive manufacturing can use them to improve the microstructure control in as-built 3D parts.
Microstructural control during fusion-based welding can be achieved through: (i) manipulation of the heat source, which in-
cludes, amongst others, control of the pulse shape [123], by arc pulsation [124] or oscillation [125]; (ii) control the chemical
composition of the fusion zone by the introduction of nucleation particles into the melt pool [126]; (iii) adjustment of welding
parameters (welding power, welding speed, shielding gas type and flow) [21,47,127]; (iv) through the use of external electro-
magnetic [128,129] and ultrasonic stimuli [130]. Due to the distinct nature of each technique for grain refinement, each one is
discussed separately supported by the existing knowledge in welding and discussing some of the approaches that can be incorporated
in additive manufacturing.
4.1. Heat source manipulation
In either welding or additive manufacturing techniques based on melting, the heat source plays a fundamental role in the heat
transfer, developed microstructures and residual stresses. Therefore, the control and manipulation of the heat source is of major
importance and this is typically performed by modulation of the pulse current (for arc or high-power beam sources) or by oscillation
of the welding arc induced by a magnetic oscillator (for arc-based heat sources). Because manipulation of the heat source can be
performed in distinct ways, this section is divided in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
4.1.1. Modulation of the heat source
Modulation of the pulse current has been widely exemplified in both arc-based welding [131–133], and laser and electron beam
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welding [134]. The most important parameters during pulse shaping include the peak and base current values and their duration. For
arc welding, when joining materials with high thermal and electrical conductivity there is a need to increase the heat input so that the
temperature of the material can increase until melting occurs. This procedure can impair the microstructure and resulting mechanical
properties of the joints due to the excessive heat introduced during welding. Even if the material to be joined is not a good thermal
nor an electrical conductor, high heat inputs, which can be used to improve deposition rate, can be detrimental for certain classes of
engineering alloys, such as high strength low alloy steels [135,136]. Therefore, pulse modulation during arc-based welding can be
used to achieve spray transfer mode, known for enabling high productivity, using an average welding current lower than that
required to achieve the same transfer mode when constant voltage is used. Further productivity increase can be attained by using
high frequency pulsing. With such high frequency pulses, it is possible to decrease the arc length, thus providing a tighter control of
the fusion zone width and depth, reducing remelting of previous passes and increasing the deposited material quantity.
Pulse control during arc welding is also effective, for some alloys, in promoting grain refinement [137,138]. The grain refinement
effect obtained during pulsed arc welding (in opposition to continuous current) arises from the complex effect between the con-
tinuously changing thermal cycle and can be explained as follows: the use of a pulse welding current leads to periodic significant
temperature fluctuations within the fusion zone, which affects the solidification process. When the current is decaying, the solid/
liquid interface advances towards the electric arc and any minor external influence can drastically modify the solidification mode. As
a result of this decay and subsequent raise of the welding current, the temperature gradient, cooling rates and microstructure can vary
within the fusion zone. When continuous welding current is used, the high temperature of the molten pool is approximately constant
during the process. As such, any heterogeneous nuclei formed ahead of the solid/liquid interface can be dissolved and do not perform
as grain refiners. In opposition, for a pulsed welding current, there is a temperature decay as a result of the current decay, and any
heterogeneous nuclei ahead of the solidification front can develop since they are in a liquid at a lower temperature due to the
supercooling effect. These heterogeneous nuclei can then promote a grain refinement effect in the fusion zone.
While using pulsed welding current, there is a continuous change of the melt pool geometry, as such the direction of maximum
thermal gradient changes accordingly. Since it is known that during solidification processes there are preferential growth directions,
the continuous change in the direction of maximum thermal gradient restricts grain growth, thus favoring the formation of a refined
grain structure, in comparison to joints obtained using continuous welding current.
Another consequence from the use of pulsed welding current is the variation of the arc force during arc welding, which, in turn,
enhances fluid flow, thus lowering the temperature at the solidification front. This increased fluid flow can promote the detachment
of the already solidified grains and, if these particles are not redissolved by the molten pool, can actively contribute as nucleation
agents within the fusion zone.
An example of source manipulation can be found during gas tungsten arc welding of Al alloys, where alternated current (AC) is
used to break the Al2O3 brittle oxide that forms on the material surface due to the fast oxidation reaction [139].
So far, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no systematic comparisons between the use of continuous or pulsed welding current
during arc-based additive manufacturing can be found to the exception of [140,141]. In these works, the same group of authors
studied, separately, the effect of using continuous or pulsed welding current during plasma-based additive manufacturing. Indeed, as
expected from the previously derived welding knowledge, the samples manufactured with pulsed current exhibited higher ultimate
tensile strength than those obtained with continuous current. Though the authors do not discuss these results in terms of the op-
erating procedure, it is certain that the mechanism that promotes this increase in mechanical strength arise from the refined grain
structure obtained when using a pulsed welding current. Both [140,141] are examples of welding knowledge transferred to additive
manufacturing technologies.
Guo et al. [142] fabricated Mg samples by wire and arc additive manufacturing and modulated the heat source by adjusting the
pulse frequency. Of special interest in this research work is the fact that the selected pulse frequency has a significant impact on the
developed microstructure: lower pulse frequencies actually refines the grain structure, while when the pulse frequency is above 10 Hz
grain coarsening is observed as a result of a lower cooling rate.
Though manipulation of the heat source is made often during arc-based welding, it has a more substantial effect during welding
with high-power beams, since it can be used not only for microstructural modification of the fusion zone, by promoting grain
refinement [88,134,143,144], but also to decrease or suppress porosity formation [145].
The microstructural refinement obtained by pulse modification during laser and electron beam welding have another key aspect:
as a result of the very low heat input in high-power beam processes compared to arc-based ones, the cooling rate and thermal
gradients are steeper. Therefore, solidification occurs faster, and this can be enough to, not only restrict excessive grain growth, but
also to prevent excessive elemental segregation which can lead to the formation of undesired phases.
Potentially, one of the most interesting capability for heat source modulation when using high-power beams during additive
manufacturing comes from its capabilities to reduce pore formation. Avoiding such type of defect is fundamental in structural
applications, especially those subjected to dynamic loadings. Porosity is often found in powder-bed additively manufactured parts
[102,146–148]. Though porosity can be formed due to the evaporation of light elements, often the existence of space in between the
raw feedstock powders causes pore formation.
One way to mitigate keyhole instability during high-power beam welding is through power modulation during the process. If this
modulation is performed at the same frequency of the melt pool oscillation, then porosity can be significantly decreased [145].
However, the selected frequency of modulation must be carefully controlled: if high frequency is used (> 100Hz) a resonant effect
occurs, and keyhole instability is exacerbated. When keyhole mode is achieved during powder-bed additive manufacturing
[149–151] these instabilities can contribute to increase the probability for pore formation.
Ni-based superalloys, mainly Inconel alloys, are one of the most investigated materials in the area of additive manufacturing
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[152–158]. One of the problems associated to the solidification of Inconel is the segregation of Nb, which promotes the formation of
brittle Laves phase. Aside from Laves formation depletes the surrounding matrix of alloying elements, this phase is known to assist
crack initiation and subsequent propagation. Xiao et al. [156] showed that trough heat source manipulation during selective laser
melting it is possible to decrease Nb segregation and therefore the amount of Laves phase in the as-built parts. By using a quasi-
continuous wave laser source, it was possible to significantly increase the cooling rate, resulting in a microstructure composed of
equiaxed dendrites and with reduced Nb segregation and Laves. In opposition, the use of continuous wave laser heat source, caused
lower cooling rates, which lead to significant Nb segregation and preferential formation of Laves. Due to the decrease of Nb seg-
regation and reduced grain size when a quasi-continuous wave source was used, the mechanical properties greatly increased.
Up to know, modulation of the heat source during laser or electron beam additive manufacturing has not focused in decreasing
porosity in the as-build parts. However, some exciting developments have been presented recently and these are discussed now.
One concerns texture control, i.e. control of grain orientation, within a built part. Increasing the functionally of the as-built parts
often requires changing the grain morphology and orientation in site-specific locations, which primarily depend on the solidification
conditions. The control of the grain morphology was demonstrated for both laser [83] and electron beam [99,159] powder-bed
additive manufacturing. Though different in nature, these works rationalized the grain size and morphology evolution based on the
combined effect of the thermal gradient and solidification rate, which, similar to fusion-based welding [61], dictate the grain size and
morphology in the fusion zone.
By modulating the laser intensity [83], or by modifying the scan strategy [99,159] the solidification conditions experienced by the
melt pool during the building process were modified, giving origin to distinct grain structures. In particular, Raghavan et al. [99]
were able to determine the columnar-to-equiaxed transition as function of the thermal gradient and solidification rate, as depicted in
Fig. 10.
Aside from controlling the grain size and morphology, manipulation of the heat source can be used to texture the material in
different regions of interest. As exemplified in Fig. 11 [160], it is possible to locally change the grain orientation at precise locations
in the as-built part. The manipulation of the heat source enabled to create specific scan strategies, which allowed to consider the heat
source as a point or a line, as desired. As a result, the thermal gradient in the melt pool as well as the liquid/solid interface stability
change, grains grown with preferential orientation. The innovative aspect of this work was the intentional modification of the grain
orientation is specific locations of the part.
4.1.2. Heat source control via magnetic oscillation
Another way to manipulate the heat source is trough magnetic oscillation and this can be only applied in arc-based processes.
Basically, a magnetic oscillator will cause the electrical arc to move in the transverse, circular or longitudinal direction relatively to
the welding direction, as schematically shown in Fig. 12. As it will be shown, the type of movement enabled by the magnetic
oscillation will impact differently in the generated microstructures of the fusion zone.
Magnetic arc oscillation for microstructural refinement of the fusion zone was nicely exemplified by the works of Kou’s group
[122,125,161] in gas tungsten arc welding of Al and Mg alloys. Parameters of interest during magnetic arc oscillation include the
amplitude of oscillation, whose maximum is typically equal to the arc length, and frequency of oscillation. Oscillation of the arc
during welding is effective in modifying the grain orientation in the fusion zone [125]. This is especially important for alloys that are
prone to solidification cracking: because it is intergranular, the existence of multiple grain orientations within the fusion zone cause
the crack to deflect periodically, thus its propagation is hampered. It must be noticed however, that the combination of the oscillation
movement and frequency has a critical role in decreasing solidification cracking in fusion welds: for the transverse and circular arc
movements at low frequency (≈ 1Hz) grain refinement and reduction of solidification cracking phenomena occurred; whereas for
the longitudinal arc movement, only at high frequency (> 25 Hz) the same effect was noticed.
Fig. 10. Effect of thermal gradient and solidification rate on the columnar-to-equiaxed transition during laser-based additive manufacturing
(adapted from [99]).
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Though arc oscillation can effectively promote grain refinement in the fusion zone its effect is dependent on the alloy compo-
sition, since some alloys are known to be more prone to form columnar than equiaxed grains. For example, in AZ31 Mg alloys, it has
been shown that equiaxed grains can grow into columnar ones, while such has not been observed for AZ91 Mg alloys [122]. This
tendency for the grains to growth into columnar or equiaxed morphologies can be further manipulated by the controlled addition of
alloying elements that can provide extra constitutional supercooling. For Mg alloys, the controlled addition of Al increases con-
stitutional supercooling, allowing that small solid particles that exist within the fusion zone are not remelted and grow into an
equiaxed structure.
It must be noticed that despite most of the works that use arc oscillation require an external magnetic oscillator, a similar arc
movement can also be achieved using mechanical oscillators [162]. Similar refinement effect can be achieved, provided that the
oscillation amplitude and frequency operate within a suitable range.
The use of magnetic arc oscillation during additive manufacturing can be highly effective in promoting grain refinement, though
it has not been used yet. It is likely that the most effective arc movements during arc-based additive manufacturing are transverse and
circular oscillation, following the observations made during arc-welding of Mg and Al alloys by Kou et al. [122,125]. The relevance of
using either transverse or circular arc movements arise from three different effects: (i) it can ensure that during subsequent material
depositions there is an actual overlap between adjacent beads, which can prevent defects such as lack of fusion and pores; (ii) it can
provide lower cooling rates, which mitigate residual stresses, though the formation of non-desired precipitates may occur; (iii)
because of the non-continuous movement of the arc, it is possible to promote detachment of previously solidified material from the
partially melted zone (solid+ liquid domain in a phase diagram), which, combined with the fluid flow enhanced by the arc
movement, can promote grain refinement via dendrite fragmentation [42,54,122]. Dendrite fragmentation occurs due to the annular
flow in the liquid metal along the solidification front. The solid fragments, are not melted again in the melt pool, will provide extra
nucleation points, thus promoting grain refinement. However, arc oscillation during arc-based additive manufacturing may not be
used for building single walls, unless longitudinal oscillation is used. This is related to the fact that arc-based additive manufacturing
processes have poor dimensional accuracy and the use of circular or transverse arc oscillation will increase the width of each
deposited layer.
4.2. Adjustment of operating procedures
4.2.1. In welding
The adjustment of operating procedures during welding, namely the control of the arc voltage, current intensity and type (AC/DC
and/or pulsed/continuous), welding power, welding speed and protective gas are fundamental not only to modify the microstructure
of the fusion zone but also its geometry, that is, width and depth of the molten pool. Furthermore, the control of these parameters can
be used to gain better process stability.
Fig. 11. Inverse pole figure orientation maps on the cross-section of a Ni-based superalloy fabricated using powder-bed electron beam additive
manufacturing (from [160]).
Fig. 12. Different types of movements enabled using a magnetic oscillator.
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In welding, the ratio between the welding power and the welding speed defines the heat input. The heat input is eventually the
most important parameter during fusion welding since it gives a qualitative estimate on the cooling rate and extension of the fusion
zone. For example, fixing the welding process and the material to be joined, it is known that higher heat input leads to lower cooling
rates and to a higher extension of the fusion zone.
Additionally, the heat input introduced during welding impacts distortions due to the large volume of material melted and that
shrinks during solidification. In particular, arc-based welding techniques have associated higher heat input than those in high power
beam (laser and electron beam) techniques. This is one of the reasons why laser or electron beam welding are less prone to distortion
during welding.
The cooling rate is of special importance during fusion-based welding since it controls the solidification mechanisms, solid-state
transformations and residual stresses. Therefore, the control of the heat input during welding is of major importance as referred in
Section 2 and in multiple research works [62,163–170].
During gas tungsten arc welding of 304 stainless steel, Kumar et al. [171] reported that the heat input selection had all the
aforementioned consequences: higher heat input lead to a greater extension of the fusion and heat affected zones. Additionally, the
average dendrite length and interdendritic spacing, which give an indication of the solidification conditions, increased with in-
creasing heat input due to a lower cooling rate experienced by the material. Another research work on arc welding of 304 stainless
steel [172], reported that increasing heat input resulted in a higher volume fraction of ferrite in the fusion zone, pointing the need to
carefully control the heat input to promote or avoid solid-state transformations upon cooling.
The selection of the heat input, and therefore of the cooling rate, indirectly controls the segregation phenomena in the weld pool,
and, since it facilitates the formation of liquid films of low melting point along the grain boundaries it can affected cracking sus-
ceptibility. Therefore, control of the heat input is fundamental in materials that experience hot cracking, such as Ni alloys and
austenitic stainless steels.
One important difference that exists between welding and additive manufacturing is that in the former mechanical constraints are
typically used. As a result of these mechanical constraints, the material is not able to freely expand and contract during the weld
thermal cycle and significant residual stresses, and distortions, can occur. The effect of mechanical constraints during welding has
been studied by [173]. When no mechanical constrains were used a decrease in both the transverse and longitudinal residual stresses
was measured. During additive manufacturing the absence of highly restrictive mechanical constrains can allow for the material to
better accommodate the thermal stresses during multiple thermal cycles experienced. However, up to now no significant detailed
studies of the development of residual stresses during fusion-based additive manufacturing are available. It must be noticed however,
that the constant heat and cooling experienced during sample build-up and the prolonged times at higher temperatures during wire
and arc additive manufacturing can act to promote an in-situ stress relieve heat treatment which can lower previously developed
residual stresses. However, in large parts built by wire and arc additive manufacturing, mechanical constraints are usually imposed
and residual stresses are added up, so distortions can be significant and post-production heat treatment may be required.
The control of the heat input is also of major importance for alloys that are prone to liquation cracking. This defect occurs in the
partially melted zone when the liquated material solidifies. Such type of cracking can occur in both welding and additive manu-
facturing where fusion occurs, since the thermal cycle experienced by the material in both cases will promote partial liquation at the
fusion boundary. For example, Aluminum alloys with high freezing temperature range, such as AA 7075, are prone to liquation
cracking. By increasing the heat input the amount of liquated material is higher and the probability for liquation cracking to occur
drastically increases as exemplified in [174,175]. For this reason, decrease of the heat input, which can be performed by multipass
arc-welding or by high power beam welding, is of paramount importance.
During multipass welding of steels, temper bead welding is often used to control the microstructure and toughness of the de-
posited material and its surroundings. When temper bead welding is correctly applied it is possible to temper the already solidified
material by controlling the heat input [176]. Parameters of interest to control the temper bead technique include the heat input,
which will control the thermal cycle but also the bead overlap. Depending of the steel that is to be welded, thickness and hardness
tolerance for the desired application, the heat input selection and bead overlap can greatly differ between different arc welding
techniques [177]. The final deposited material will have a higher hardness than that previously deposited, since this last welding pass
does not experience any tempering [178].
Temper bead technique can be useful for the creation of large parts via arc-based additive manufacturing, though this has not yet
reported. One potential issue that may arise from using temper bead during additive manufacturing is related to the bead overlap, or
hatch distance as commonly referred in additive manufacturing. Typically, the required bead overlap for successful temper bead is
above 50%, which can be detrimental to the process productivity. On the other hand, arc-based techniques have high production
rates. Hence, it is possible that the ability for in-situ microstructural control enabled by temper bead technique during arc-based
additive manufacturing can surpass the lower production times associated with the high bead overlap required.
The control of the interpass temperature during multipass welding is another welding operating procedure that needs to be
carefully controlled to optimize the microstructure and mechanical properties of welded joints. This is common in multipass welding
of steels [179]. Residual stresses are known to develop as a result of the weld thermal cycle. In steels, martensite can easily fracture as
a result of these thermal residual stresses. However, if each welding pass is performed so that the temperature of the already
deposited material is above the martensitic start transformation temperature, then the weld deposit will be composed of austenite
and/or ferrite, which can sustain higher residual stresses without the development of cracks. Once the weld is completely performed,
post-weld heat treatments can be applied to decrease the residual stress and improve the joint mechanical properties. It must be
noticed that the interpass temperature directly depends on the thickness of materials to be deposited, heat input, environmental
conditions and heat transfer.
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Control of the interpass temperature can be performed for a wide range of alloys systems such as Ni-based super alloys [180], high
strength steels [181] and aluminum alloys [182], for example.
Another important operating variable during fusion welding is the protection gas. All fusion-based welding techniques, except
electron beam welding, submerged arc welding and shielded metal arc welding, require a protective atmosphere whose primary
function it to protect the fusion zone and its surrounding from oxidation [183]. However, according to their physical characteristics,
namely ionization energy and thermal conductivity it can affect the weld geometry.
Welding shielding gases also have other roles during welding. During laser welding, the process high energy density easily
generates a high amount of plasma. However, with proper shielding gas optimization, that is, by careful selection of the shielding gas
type and flow, it is possible to remove the plasma plume and control the weld penetration [184,185].
The metal transfer modes during arc-based welding can also be influenced by the type of shielding gas [186]. For example, Zhao
et al. [186] showed that during metal active gas welding of carbon steel changing the gas mixture can modify metal transfer mode. In
this case, a mixture of Ar, CO2 and O2 was used. When only Ar and CO2 were used significant spatter occurred. However, the
introduction of O2 to the gas mixture greatly decrease spatter generation. With increasing CO2 content (and maintaining the O2
concentration) the transfer mode changed from streaming to pulsed. Additionally, the introduction of CO2 in the shielding gas
mixture was seen to increase the width and penetration of the fusion zone. This effect is of significant importance for both welding
and additive manufacturing: if a selected shielding gas promotes an increase in both width and penetration of the weld metal, then
low heat inputs can be used, potentially decreasing the risk of distortion.
Some operating parameters in arc-based welding, as the welding voltage and intensity, are also intimately related to the selected
shielding gas. Pires et al. [187] highlighted that during metal active gas welding of a low carbon steel using an Ar-CO2 mixture as
shielding gas, an increase in CO2 required an increase of the welding voltage and current to obtain a stable arc. As such, the increase
in CO2 content required an increase of the heat input, which, depending on the alloy system, may be detrimental to the joint
microstructure and mechanical properties.
4.2.2. In additive manufacturing
As described above, there are multiple operating parameters that can be modified to control the microstructure, mechanical
properties and defect generation during fusion-based welding. The most important ones include the welding voltage and intensity,
which alongside with the travel speed control the heat input, and the shielding gases. Fortunately, some of the fundamental
knowledge developed for decades by the welding community for adjusting the operating procedures is now being used in additive
manufacturing.
The vast majority of the research in fusion-based additive manufacturing focus in selective laser melting. In these works, most of
the focus is given to the creation of fully dense parts. To that sense, researchers often focus on determining the optimum hatch
distance, vector length and scanning strategy [73,74,112,113,188–191]. Because these aspects are addressed in Section 5 of the
paper, we refrain from developing the topic here. Instead, we focus on how changes in power and travel speed affect the micro-
structure and mechanical properties of additively manufactured parts, starting with powder-bed techniques and moving to arc-based
techniques.
Aluminum alloys are probably one of the alloy systems more prone to defects during fusion-based additive manufacturing. Their
cracking susceptibility and low evaporation temperature of some alloying elements are part of the distinct features that promote
solidification cracking and pore formation during additive manufacturing. In the work of Qi et al. [150], on selective laser melting of
AA 7050 alloy, for a wide range of scanning speeds (from 150 to 750mm/s) cracking was always observed, even though the range of
scanning speeds used allowed to transition from conduction to keyhole. Nie et al. [192] showed that very low scanning speeds (≈
80mm/s) could be used to achieve crack-free parts in AA 2024 alloys. Eventually, the scanning speed could be increased up to ≈
580mm/s, though the addition of Zr was required to promote grain refinement and decrease cracking susceptibility.
Often, researchers in both the welding and additive manufacturing fields, focus on the microstructural changes induced by using
different values of heat input. This approach simplifies the analysis, since otherwise it would be required to analyze, individually, the
effect of power and travel speed. Therefore, it is not a surprise that several works on additive manufacturing correlate the selected
heat input with the developed microstructures and mechanical properties.
Bi et al. [193] showed that during laser assisted additive manufacturing of Inconel 100 control of the heat input is fundamental to
obtain crack-free parts. By reducing the heat input, the thermal stresses decrease, preventing crack initiation. Although this was not
discussed by the authors, decreasing the heat input results in lower shrinkage upon cooling, which further justifies why the use of low
heat input is helpful during additive manufacturing of materials with high cracking susceptibility, such as Inconel. The results of Bi
et al. [193] are further corroborated in [194], where laser-assisted additive manufacturing was used for the repair of a Ni-based
turbine: by decreasing the process heat input, the cracking susceptibility decreased.
The effect of heat input during laser-based additive manufacturing of 304L stainless was evaluated in [76]. As expected, by
decreasing the heat input a fine grain structure was obtained, and, consequently an increase in the mechanical properties was
observed. Similar to what occurs during fusion welding, the heat input controls the amount of deposited material during the process.
Though a decrease of the heat input may be beneficial from a microstructural point of view, a trade-off between the selected heat
input, which controls the microstructure and mechanical properties, and production time is critical. This trade-off aims at finding the
heat input that balances an acceptable microstructure for the targeted application, with appropriate built up times.
Though it is observed that decreasing the heat input usually decreases the cracking susceptibility, it has been reported that during
powder-bed manufacturing of a titanium aluminides using an electron beam as the heat source an increase in the heat input was
beneficial to avoid the development of cracks in the as-built parts [195]. This may be justified by the fact that titanium aluminides are
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more prone to cold cracking than to hot cracking. So, a longer time to cool benefits its internal arrangements and decreases the
stresses associated with liquid to solid transformation. As a rule of thumb, materials with liquation susceptibility must be processes
with low heat input, while for those prone to cold cracking the opposite is required.
A less used experimental variation during additive manufacturing using high power sources is related with the incident angle
between the heat source and the substrate. The angle of incidence can impact the heat extraction and therefore the solidification
conditions, resulting in potentially different microstructures. Chen et al. [196] studied the effect of different incident angles during
laser melting of Inconel 718. Through a systematic analysis of the incident angle it was observed that an increase of the incident angle
lead to an increase on the lateral temperature gradient. As a result, growth of secondary dendrites was fostered which, in turn,
enhanced the interdendritic bonding. Due to a better interdendritic bonding, for higher incident angles liquation cracking, a common
phenomenon observed in Inconel alloys, was suppressed.
The same authors [197], addressed the control of liquation cracking during laser-based additive manufacturing of Inconel 718.
When the heat input increased the cracking susceptibility of the as-built parts also increased. This is in good agreement with the
welding knowledge for Inconel alloys: high input lead to low cooling rates, which promote a more significant diffusion of elements,
especially Nb. As a result, Laves phase forms, which greatly impacts the liquation cracking of the material. The same analysis applies
to materials with alloying elements that form intermetallic compounds.
An example of how the adjustment of the operating procedure, in this case by controlling the heat input, can be used to modify the
microstructure of the as-built parts during wire and arc additive manufacturing was exemplified by Li et al. in [198]. By increasing
the wire feedstock temperature, via resistive heating, it was possible to decrease the heat input to promote melting and subsequent
deposition. As a result of this lower heat input, a decrease in the columnar grains size was observed together with some equiaxed
grains. The reported microstructural evolution is related to the different solidification conditions, thermal gradient and cooling rate,
which can be drastically changed when the heat input is varied, thus, promoting different solidification microstructures.
In another work on wire and arc additive manufacturing of a high strength low alloy steel, Rodrigues et al. [199] showed that the
heat input can be used not only to control the waviness of thin walls, but also the existing phases and grain size. In fact, higher heat
input resulted in a lower surface waviness due to the good wettability during deposition. Additionally, the high heat input lead to the
development of a large grain size microstructure and the hardness throughout the part height was seen to be less uniform than when
Fig. 13. Change in hardness (a) and volume fraction of α2 phase (b) as a function of interlayer temperature during wire and arc additive manu-
facturing of a γ-TiAl alloy (adapted from [202]).
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low heat input is used.
Other works have shown that the difference in heat input during wire and arc additive manufacturing do not drastically change
the microstructure or mechanical properties of the deposited material. Such as been exemplified for aluminum alloys in [200,201].
However, the existence of reheat cracking in the as-built parts of [200] suggests that there is still need for improvements, namely by
acting on the heat input.
The control of the interpass temperature during arc-based additive manufacturing can drastically modify the thermal cycle and
microstructural evolution in the as-built parts, similar to what was previously described for arc welding. Ma et al. showed that during
wire and arc additive manufacturing of a γ-TiAl alloy control of the interlayer temperature is critical to allow in-situ precipitation α2
phase [202]. By varying the interlayer temperature during the process, the authors were able to control the α2 phase fraction and the
resulting hardness. The tested interlayer temperatures ranged between 100 and 500 °C, which yielded different microstructures and
mechanical properties, as evidenced in Fig. 13. Control of the volume fraction of α2 is critical in γ-TiAl alloys, since only small
fractions of this phase are beneficial to the material mechanical properties. This is related to the fact that α2 has low ductility, hence
the need to properly balance the γ/α2 ratio [203].
The interpass temperature can also be varied throughout the deposition to locally modify the microstructure of the parts. Such as
been exemplified during wire and arc additive manufacturing of Ti-6Al-4V in [204]. Though the production of functionally graded
parts appeared not to be the aim of the researchers of [204], they showed that localized shielding gas during deposition could control
differently the thermal cycles at distinct locations of the part, thus resulting in different microstructural and mechanical features. If
the aim is to increase productivity, it is not practical to let the previously deposited layer to reach room temperature. In this case,
forced intercooling [205] can be used to decrease the elapsed time between two consecutive layer depositions increasing the process
productivity. If post-process heat treatments are to be applied to refine the microstructure, then, forced cooling can be used with the
purpose of reducing the time between deposited layers, controlling the interpass temperature, but avoiding oxidation of the part
[206]. Finally, management of the interlayer temperature can be used to control residual stresses and distortion during fusion-based
additive manufacturing [207].
The effect of shielding gases during fusion-based additive manufacturing is not yet attracting significant attention. This can be
justified by the fact that the most used additive manufacturing process is selective laser melting where inert gases, as Ar or He, are
used with the sole objective to prevent or decrease material oxidation. Aside from preventing oxidation, shielding gas during powder-
bed additive manufacturing with laser as the heat source, can be used to remove undesired effects, such as fumes or spatter [208].
Some authors [208–210] have started to address this topic in [209]. They observed that the shielding gas flow direction influences
spatter generation during selective laser melting: when the laser scanning direction is that of the gas flow a decrease in the spattered
power was observed. Additionally, the shielding gas flow should be optimized as reported in [208], where it was observed that low
gas flow does not effectively remove spatter or generated fumes, which can then interact with the laser beam and redeposit as
unwanted byproducts. Moreover, the uniformity of the gas flow through the working envelop during selective laser melting should be
homogenous to decrease the potential formation of pores in the as-built structures [210].
For arc-based additive manufacturing the currently available literature on the effect of shielding gases is scarcer, with few works
addressing the effect shielding gases. In [211], the authors used Ar, Ar-CO2, Ar-H2 and Ar-He-H2 during wire and arc additive
manufacturing of Inconel 625 and observed that the presence of CO2 in the shielding gas resulted in higher hardness through the as-
built parts, though the waviness of the external walls was significantly larger than for the other shielding gas mixtures. Additionally,
samples produced with Ar-CO2 shielding gas had the higher tensile strength (≈750MPa), which was approximately 50MPa above
that obtained with other three shielding gas mixtures. The significance of these results, though not specified by the authors, arises
from the fact that for some material systems, obtaining defect free and high performing parts does not require fully inert, and more
expensive, shielding gases as He or Ar. As demonstrated in [211], it is possible to decrease the shielding gas purity through the
introduction of CO2, and therefore decrease the costs associated with the process, and still achieve high quality parts. Since typically
all parts created by wire and arc additive manufacturing are to be used as structural parts, post-machining processes are required to
remove the surface waviness. Therefore, the increased waviness observed when CO2 was added to the Ar as shielding gas may not be
highly detrimental.
The effect of shielding gases during wire and arc additive manufacturing is quite important since, depending on the shielding gas
selection, it can consume or add energy to the arc and thus affect the deposited depth and width, as well as, its chemistry due to
liquid/gas reactions in the melt pool.
Though only inert gases are used during powder bead additive manufacturing, active shielding gases, such as O2 or CO2, can
greatly assist the additive manufacturing processes based on electric arc for alloys systems that do not require fully inert gases such as
low alloy and stainless steels. As described before, the use of active gases during arc welding can help to control the melt pool depth
and width, as well as promote better arc stability and modify the transfer mode and, subsequently, the process productivity. So far, to
the best of the author’s knowledge, aside from the recent work of Jurić et al. [211] described above, there are no comprehensive
reports addressing the effect of active shielding gases during arc-based additive manufacturing.
4.3. Use of grain refiners or filler materials to control the microstructure and chemical composition
4.3.1. In welding
The use of grain refiners is widely used in both welding and casting technologies to decrease the grain size of the solidified metals
and/or to promote the columnar to equiaxed transition. Typically, in fusion-based welding, the introduction of alloying elements to
control the grain structure is done by incorporate them in the filler material. These alloying elements may have two distinct functions:
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(i) act as solid nuclei ahead of the solidification front; (ii) change the molten pool chemical composition.
According to the homogenous nucleation theory, there are two main contributions to the free energy change during solidification.
The first contribution is related to the free volume energy, which is the difference between the liquid and solid phases and has a
negative value, if the temperature is below the equilibrium solidification temperature. The second contribution arises from the
formation of a liquid/solid boundary and has a positive contribution to the total free energy change of the system. Upon solidifi-
cation, embryos are formed, and these can growth into nuclei when they reach a minimum critical radius above which these nuclei
are stable. That is, when the free energy change of the system decreases, the contribution of the free energy volume is higher than that
of the liquid/solid boundary. As a result of this dependence with the free energy volume, the modification of the composition of the
melt pool can be such that this term gains more importance than the liquid/solid surface energy. If that is the case, the critical nuclei
radius will be smaller, and nucleation occurs more readily. In fact, it can be demonstrated that this critical radius is dependent on the
melting point of the material, latent heat of fusion, surface free energy and transformation temperature [212]. Though homogenous
nucleation does not occur in fusion welding, it is a good starting point to explain the mechanisms which promotes the formation of
new grains in the melt pool: heterogeneous nucleation.
The existence of solid particles in the melt pool favors nucleation of new grains since the surface free energy is lowered, thus
contributing to a decrease in the volume free energy. In heterogenous nucleation, the critical radius depends on the solid/liquid
surface tension and the volume free energy. It must be noticed that for a given material, the critical radius for nucleation is the same
for both homogenous and heterogeneous nucleation. However, the activation barrier for the latter is lower, thus favoring this type of
nucleation.
During autogenous fusion welding the composition of both base material and liquid metal are similar. As such, the initial grain
growth occurs by epitaxy [213]. In this case, spontaneous solidification can occur below the liquidus temperature. In opposition,
during non-autogenous fusion welding, the use of a filler material with a composition different from that of the base material can lead
to a different type of heterogeneous nucleation, which is facilitated by the presence of chemical inhomogeneities. Nonetheless,
growth by epitaxy is still possible.
The use of inoculants to promote grain refinement during fusion welding has been widely studied in the last decades
[126,214,215]. These inoculants, if are not dissolved by the liquid metal are favorable nucleation sites which can assist in the
refinement process. The efficiency of these inoculant particles will depend on parameters such as surface roughness and chemical
affinity between the particle and the solid which is to be formed [213].
As described before, solidification of the weld pool can occur with very small undercooling at the fusion boundary, and by epitaxy
typically large columnar grains are obtained. The need to obtain equiaxed grains in the fusion zone drove the welding community to
understand and modify the solidification conditions so that the columnar to equiaxed transition could occur during fusion welding.
There are multiple mechanisms to achieve the columnar to equiaxed transition including grain detachment, dendrite fragmen-
tation and heterogenous nucleation. The former two can be induced by the fluid flow and temperature gradients across the melt pool,
as previously described. The latter concerns the use of dedicated filler materials that can add solid particles to the melt pool to act as
nucleation sites during solidification, or by inducing chemical composition changes that can facilitate in the heterogenous nucleation
process. It must be noticed that there are other options to insert inoculants in the melt pool. However, as illustrated in [215] these
approaches require machining of the base metal, which will then be filled with the desired inoculant. Though such solution can also
be effective to decrease the grain size and promote equiaxed grains, it is technically challenging and time-consuming. For this reason,
the use of dedicated filler materials is the first choice in both arc- and hybrid-based welding.
Filler materials typically have different composition of that of the base material(s) to be joined and are used to control the
composition of the fusion zone. The use of filler materials is especially important during dissimilar welding of alloys which do not
exhibit good thermo-physical compatibility. For example, fusion welding of ferritic to austenitic steels for the petrochemical industry
is problematic due to the significantly different thermal stresses arising from the fact that both alloys exhibit distinct coefficients of
thermal expansion [216]. Additionally, carbon migration from the ferritic steel to the austenitic one may occur, which can accelerate
the occurrence of creep at the ferritic steel fusion boundary. To overcome these problems, Ni-based filler materials are used
[217–220]. Because Ni-based filler materials have a coefficient of thermal expansion that lies between the two base materials, the
thermal stresses across the joint are not so severe. Additionally, Ni-based filler materials can retard carbon migration due to the low
diffusivity of this element in Ni-based alloys.
Joining of Aluminum to steel by fusion-based methods is problematic not only due to the difference in the coefficient of thermal
expansion, but also due to the formation of Fe-Al brittle intermetallic compounds [221]. Dong et al. showed that for this dissimilar
combination proper selection of the filler material during arc-based welding is fundamental: while the use of Al-Si filler was effective
in restricting the thickness of the intermetallic compounds, the opposite behavior was observed for the Al-Cu filler resulting in
diminished mechanical properties [222].
The use of filler material during laser welding is less frequent than in arc or hybrid welding. However, Weigl et al. successfully
joined Aluminum to Copper using Al12Si (at.%) and Cu3Si (at.%) fillers [223]. It was observed that the Al12Si filler enhanced the
fluidity of the molten pool, resulting in a more uniform mixture of the base materials when compared to the Cu3Si filler. Due to the
more uniform mixing within the fusion zone when the Al12Si filler was used, a significant improve in ductility was obtained.
Ni-based superalloys are a specific class of advanced engineering alloys which are known for their weldability problems [224]. As
a result of their high alloying content and need for specific precipitates to be present at high operating temperatures, appropriate
welding procedures have to be developed. In fact, the combined effect of Aluminum and Titanium in Ni-based superalloys are known
to decrease the material weldability. As a result, multiple defects such as solidification cracking, grain boundary liquation cracking,
strain age cracking and ductility dip cracking may occur. Aside from grain boundary liquation cracking, which occurs in the heat
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affected zone, all other defects occur in the fusion zone and multiple filler materials can be used to mitigate their appearance
[218,219].
Most Aluminum alloys series (1XXX, 3XXX, 5XXX and 6XXX series) exhibit good weldability when fusion-based methods are used.
However, 2XXX and 7XXX series are prone to liquation and solidification cracking as a result of the high content of alloying elements
[225]. Since 7XXX Aluminum alloys have very good mechanical properties, solving their weldability issues is critical [226,227]. The
7XXX series are difficult to weld without porosities due to the presence of Zn. Another important problem is the reaction with O2. So,
besides the use of an inert gas, filler materials with Si are a good solution, since Si is a known deoxidant agent. To solve such
weldability problems, researchers developed and used dedicated filler materials to control the chemical composition and micro-
structure of the fusion zone.
For example, Soysal et al. [228] found that during gas tungsten arc welding of AA 2024, the use of a nonmatching filler material,
AA 4145, greatly reduced cracking susceptibility of the base material. Here, the use of a filler material with a different composition
from that of the original base material promotes a new solidification path that is less susceptible to cracking thus improving the joint
mechanical properties.
For both 2XXX and 7XXX Aluminum alloys series, the introduction of Sc promotes exceptional grain refinement and the solidi-
fication microstructure changes from dendritic to equiaxed. Because Sc is very expensive and small amounts of this element have a
significant impact on the grain refinement, researchers focused on the development of Sc-based filler materials that can increase the
weldability of 2XXX and 7XXX Aluminum alloys series [229]. The work of Norman et al. [229] clearly showed that only above a
certain Sc concentration, which depends on the base material to be welded, grain refinement occurs. When the Sc concentration
surpasses the minimum required for the refinement effect to arise, formation of Al3Sc particles occurs in the melt pool which then act
as nucleation sites upon solidification of the surrounding liquid.
Other researchers further extended the scope of [229] and developed filler materials containing both Sc and/or Zr [230], which
resulted in grain refinement due to the formation of nanometric Al3(Sc, Zr) particles. The grain refinement was more significant when
Sc and Zr were simultaneously used in the same filler material since Zr is known to reduce coarsening of Al3Sc particles.
Though most research works use filler materials to control the microstructure and composition of the fusion zone, there are some
examples where the introduction of inoculant particles can be performed without any filler material. Such as been recently de-
monstrated by Ma et al. [231]. By using Al2O3 and SiC nanoparticles during laser melting of pure Ni, the authors found that it was
possible to increase the fusion zone depth by 68%, while decreasing the heat affected zone width by a similar amount. Though not
fully explained yet, the reasons for such unusual behavior are attributed to the fact that the selected nanoparticles are effective in
reducing the heat dissipation, thus promoting a deeper weld pool, while at the same time effectively restricting the grain coarsening
and decreasing the extent of the heat affected zone.
As evidenced by the examples provided above, for a given alloy system, key specific grain refiners must be selected to achieve an
effective refinement effect. Table 3 depicts some of the most common elements as filler materials and their effects when welding
several engineering alloys.
As comprehensively described above, the effect of filler materials and grain refiners to control the grain structure and/or com-
position during fusion welding is well established and the same principles can be applied during fusion-based additive manufacturing.
Table 3
Effect of different filler materials in fusion welding of engineering alloys.
Alloy system(s) Element used Effect Reference
9Cr–1Mo to 316LN stainless steel Inconel 182 Improvement of mechanical properties and thermal stability [216]
304 austenitic stainless steel to 409 ferritic stainless
steel
310 austenitic stainless steel Formation of ferrite and austenite in the fusion zone [232]




Formation of ferrite and austenite in the fusion zone [232]
304 austenitic stainless steel to 409 ferritic stainless
steel
310 austenitic stainless steel Formation of martensite which induced cracking in the
fusion zone
[232]
AA5456 AA5356 Decrease cracking susceptibility [19]
AA5754 to AZ31 ZnAl Decrease the formation of brittle compounds [233]
AA60616 to GXES steel Zn-15Al (wt.%) Improve the joint microstructure [234]
AA6016 to DP600 steel Zn-15Al (wt.%) Improve the joint microstructure [235]
Cu to 304 stainless steel Cu Avoid formation of cracks [236]
Cu to 304 stainless steel 66.5Ni-30Cu-4Fe-0.5C (wt.
%)
Detrimental to the joint microstructure, forming cracks [236]
Inconel 617 to 310 austenitic stainless steel Inconel 617 Improved the joint mechanical properties
Inconel 617 to 310 austenitic stainless steel 310 austenitic stainless steel Formation of low melting point precipitates which promoted
cracking
Inconel 657 to 310 stainless steel Inconel A Improved ductility and strength of the joint [237]
Inconel 657 to 310 stainless steel Inconel 617 Increase in dendrite grain size [237]
Inconel 657 to 310 stainless steel 310 stainless steel Improved ductility of the joint [237]
Inconel 718 to 316L stainless steel
Pearlitic ductile cast iron Ni Decrease the martensite content in the fusion zone [238]
Pearlitic ductile cast iron 7018 Mild Steel Decrease the martensite content in the fusion zone [238]
Ti-6Al-4V Ti grade 3 Decrease of hardness in the fusion zone [239]
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In fact, multiple works in the field of additive manufacturing have been using the approach of using dedicated grain refiners or
inoculants and filler materials to optimize the microstructure and mechanical properties in the as-build parts. These will be discussed
next.
4.3.2. In additive manufacturing
The discussion about the mechanisms in which the use of grain refiners or filler materials can be used in fusion-based additive
manufacturing follows the same reasoning as previously detailed for fusion welding.
Research on both powder-bed and wire-feed additive manufacturing techniques have used either inoculants or dedicated wires.
A class of materials where the addition of grain refiners may have a very high impact are in Ni-based superalloys, used for high
temperature applications. The existent of the γ′ phase is known to increase the alloy high temperature mechanical properties [240]
and the volume fraction of γ′ can be increased with additions of Ti and Al. However, the susceptibility for defect generation upon
solidification increases, via strain age cracking phenomena. In fact, when the combined sum of Ti, Al and Nb is above 4 at.% the
material is considered unweldable, thus preventing its manufacturing by additive manufacturing techniques. One potential approach
to overcome the manufacturability problems of high alloyed Ni-based alloys is using a dilute alloy such as Inconel 625, and then add
particles to the melt pool that contribute to an increase in the high temperature resistance of the as-built part.
Copper et al. [241] comprehensively studied the effects on the microstructure and hardness of Inconel 625 during powder-bed
laser additive manufacturing. The authors separately used SiC, TiC and Al2O3 dispersed with the Inconel 625 raw powder. They
reported that SiC and TiC are melted during the laser scanning, but upon solidification they precipitate with a smaller grain size.
Additions of Al2O3 are not effective since reprecipitation does not occur. It must be pointed out that complete melting of the SiC and
TiC particles and their subsequent resolidification into a small size is debatable. We believe that the reduced grain size of these
particles occurs due to insipient melting along their grain boundaries, which leads to a decrease in grain size. This is further cor-
roborated by the fact that the same behavior has not been reported for Al2O3 and this must be related to the significantly different
melting points of the compound. For Al2O3, SiC and TiC the corresponding melting points are of 2072, 2730 and 3160 °C, respec-
tively. The high temperature of the molten pool during selective laser melting can effectively promote complete melting of the Al2O3
particles but not of the SiC and TiC ones. Nonetheless, the existence of refined SiC and TiC particles in the as-built parts increases the
hardness. The improvement on the mechanical properties in powder-bed laser additive manufacturing of Inconel 625 using dispersed
TiC particles was corroborated in [242], where an ultimate tensile strength above 1 GPa and elongation to fracture of more than 20%
were obtained.
The use of TiB2 nanosized particles mixed with the raw Inconel 625 powder was also reported in [243] using a laser as the heat
source. The TiB2 particles were found at the grain boundaries of the as-solidified microstructure and a significant strengthening effect
by pinning of the grain boundary movement was observed: while the ultimate tensile strength and fracture strain of the TiB2-free
parts were of about 840MPa and 16%, respectively, the presence of the nanoparticles increased these values to approximately
1020MPa and 19%.
Ho et al. [244] used WC-W2C inoculants during powder-bed laser additive manufacturing of Inconel 718, a highly alloyed Ni-
based alloy. Though there was no assessment of the mechanical properties, the presence of eutectic WC-W2C provided extra
Fig. 14. EBSD maps for two Aluminum alloys processed by selective laser melting: (a) Al-7Si without grain refiners; (b) Al-7Si with 0.33 wt.% Tibor;
(c) Al-7Si with 0.4 wt.% Sc; (d) Al 6061 without grain refiners; (e) AA 6061 with 0.33 wt.% Tibor; (f) AA 6061 with 0.4 wt.% Sc (from [246]).
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nucleation sites for Inconel 718 resulting in a decrease in grain size. However, precipitation of a Nb-rich phase occurred along the
grain boundaries, suggesting that there may exist a decrease in mechanical properties of the as-built alloys. More studies are required
to understand if the grain refinement effect induced by the WC-W2C particles is endangered by the precipitation of the Nb-rich phase.
The use of grain refiners during powder-bed additive manufacturing of Aluminum alloys is also expanding. High strength Al-Cu-
Mg alloys can be processed using powder-bed additive manufacturing techniques provided that a low travel speed of the heat source
is used, otherwise hot cracking occurs [245]. As described before, microalloying is an effective way to decrease cracking suscept-
ibility and increase the mechanical properties of Aluminum alloys. Nie et al. [192] demonstrated the importance to precise control Zr
microalloying addition during selective laser melting of Al-Cu-Mg: when the amount of Zr increased up to 2 wt.%, the yield and
ultimate tensile strength always increased; above 2wt.% a decrease in mechanical properties was observed. The controlled addition
of Zr, via the introduction of Al3Zr and ZrO particles, acted as heterogenous nucleation sites, promoting grain refinement, hence
justifying the increase in the mechanical properties of the as-built parts. Additionally, Zr-based precipitates were observed, which
also contributed to an increase in mechanical properties.
TiB2 particles can be used not only to promote grain refinement in Ni-based superalloys, as previously described, but also to
achieve the same effect in Aluminum alloys [246]. In [246], the authors tested the use of Tibor, a commercial titanium-boron grain
refiner with a chemical composition, in wt.%, of Al5Ti1B, and Sc to act as grain refiners during selective laser melting of two
Aluminum alloys, Al-7Si and 6061. They observed that both particles are effective in promoting a grain refinement effect, similarly to
what was described for fusion-based welding before, though the effect in the Al-7Si alloy was less evident due to poison mechanism
induced by Si [247]. Despite both Al5Ti1B and Sc promote grain refinement, the former has a stronger effect as evidenced by the
EBSD maps depicted in Fig. 14.
Martin et al. [13] used ZrH2 to process AA 7075 by selective laser melting, which is considered a non-weldabled alloy. The
introduction of ZrH2 particles promoted an equiaxed grain growth. Since an equiaxed grain morphology can more easily accom-
modate strain in the semi-solid state, solidification cracking was avoided. Without the introduction of these particles, the typical
columnar grain structures developed, and cracking was observed.
More recently, Xie et al. [248] studied the effect of TiB2 during selective laser melting of Al-12Si. The remarkable efficiently of
TiB2 to refine the microstructure is evident in Fig. 15. Furthermore, the crystallographic texture drastically changes upon the addition
the TiB2, with the development of a random crystallographic orientation. A result of these microstructural changes an improvement
in the mechanical properties, tested under compression, was obtained.
Titanium alloys are probably the class of engineering alloys which have the most potent and effective grain refiners. This is
exemplified in the work of Mantri et al. [249], and will more evident when focus is given (below) to the use of grain refiners during
wire and arc additive manufacturing. In [249], the addition of only 0.5 wt.% B decreased the grain size by nearly 40 times in a Ti-20V
alloy, and up to 100 times in a Ti-12Mo alloy, as depicted in Fig. 16. Furthermore, the introduction of B was seen to modify the
morphology of the as-solidified microstructure from lath-like to near equiaxed. It must be noticed that currently, there are no reports
on the effect of B on the mechanical properties of the as-built alloys.
Some recent examples for the use of grain refiners during powder-bed additive manufacturing of stainless steels have also been
reported [250,251]. The authors used TiC nanoparticles during selective laser melting of 316L stainless steel. In principle, the use of
Fig. 15. Microstructure in after selective laser melting of Al-12Si alloy: (a) without TiB2; (b) with TiB (from [248]).
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any high hardness ceramic particle, with good wettability in the molten surrounding alloy, thermodynamic stability and high melting
point can be used as a reinforcement during fusion-based additive manufacturing. For 316L stainless steels, TiC particles have all the
above-mentioned properties, making these ideal candidates to improve the mechanical resistance of the as-built parts. In fact, the
introduction of TiC nanoparticles drastically increased the room temperature yield strength from 600 to 800MPa. It must be noticed
that complete melting of the TiC particles did not occur, though some agglomeration due to insipient surface melting was observed. If
complete melting of the TiC particles occurred, it was not expected such high mechanical resistance of the produced parts, since TiC is
effective in restricting crack propagation and once dissolved in the liquid hardly there would be reprecipitation upon cooling.
Currently, most of the research on fusion-based additive manufacturing has been focused on powder-bed additive manufacturing.
Consequently, less research works can be found on the use of grain refiners during wire and arc additive manufacturing. In the case of
arc-based additive manufacturing with a wire as feedstock material, the grain refiners are typically introduced directly into the wire.
As it will be shown, this area has a significant growing potential since production of dedicated wires is common process as wires have
been used as welding consumables for decades now.
Bermingham et al. [252] clearly exemplified how the modification of the wire feedstock during wire and arc additive manu-
facturing can drastically change the microstructure of the as-deposited material. Fig. 17 depicts a cross-sectional view of as-built
parts. Letters (a) to (c) refers to the conventional Ti-6Al-4V wire, (d) to (f) to a modified Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr and (g) to (i) to Ti-
3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr+ La2O3 wire. While the introduction of Cr, Mo and Zr into the master Ti-Al-V alloy act as growth restricting
solute and promotes some degree of grain refinement it does not promote the columnar to equiaxed transition, though the width of
the columnar grains is significantly reduced. However, when, to the growth restricting solute elements, La2O3 is added a significant
grain refinement of the microstructure occurs and the columnar to equiaxed transition is clearly observed. Though no mechanical
testing was performed on these samples, it is expected that improved mechanical properties are achieved when both the grain
refinement and the columnar to equiaxed transition exist in the as-built material sample.
Fig. 16. Effect of B additions during laser additive manufacturing of Ti-based alloys: (a) Ti-20V parts; (b) Ti-12Mo parts; (c) Ti-20V-0.5B parts; (d)
Ti-12Mo-0.5B (from [249]).
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The effect of B on the microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V parts produced by wire and arc additive manu-
facturing was also studied in [253]. In this case, introduction of B into the melt pool was achieved by painting each deposited layer
with a B-based paint. With this approach, B (or any other element/compound) is deposited on the material and when the next layer is
deposited, B will be incorporated into the melt pool. B was selected as a grain refiner since it has been shown that this element
effectively promotes grain refinement in Ti-based alloys [254]. With the introduction of B into the as-built parts, several micro-
structural changes occurred: the existence of B as solute promoted enough constitutional supercooling to restrict lateral columnar
growth, thus resulting in a grain refinement effect; TiB needles finely dispersed in the as-built parts promoted the nucleation of higher
volume fraction and more isotropic morphology of α phase; despite no significant differences in the mechanical properties were
observed in the as-built parts, after heat treatment the B-added parts greatly improved their mechanical strength.
The strategy to deposit a grain refiner by painting each deposited layer was again followed by the same authors but using LaB6
instead [255]. Similarly to previous work with B, a very small amount of LaB6 (less than 0.1 wt.%) was used. The reason to select
grain refiners which are actually effectively in such small concentration is related to an ASMT standard for additive manufacturing of
Ti-6Al-4V [256], which allows a maximum addition of 0.1 wt.% of any element other than Ti, Al and V up to a maximum of 0.4 wt.%.
La, alongside with B, Be and C, is an element which can produce a significant grain refinement effect in such small concentration.
Additionally, rare earth elements such as La can reduce the oxygen concentration in Titanium alloys. As such, the introduction of
LaB6 can potentially act as a grain refiner while at the same time promote oxygen pick up and decrease oxidation, for example.
Interesting changes in the weld pool morphology and microstructure were reported upon the introduction of LaB6: introduction of La
was seen to reverse the direction of the Marangoni flow of the melt pool, resulting in narrower deposited beads; when in the melt
pool, LaB6 decomposes to La2O3 and TiB and this microstructural changes result in an increase of the tensile strength, though ductility
is reduced; the decomposed TiB drastically increase the part anisotropy owing to the highly directional growth of this phase.
As in can be inferred from the results presented in [253,255], B and LaB6 can effectively decrease the grain size and improve the
Fig. 17. Macro and microstructures of: (a–c) Ti-6Al-4V; (d–f) Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr; (g–i) Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr+ La2O3. The red squares on the
top row represent the regions analysed by scanning electron microscopy depicted in the middle and bottom rows (adapted from [252]).
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mechanical properties in Ti-6Al-4V parts. However, is must be noticed that the introduction of B, or any other element, by painting
each deposited layer is a rather time consuming and technically challenging task. We hypothesize that such approach is due to the
difficulty to control the B level (below 0.13 wt.%) that must exist in a dedicated Ti-6Al-4V-based wire to be used during wire and arc
additive manufacturing. It is expected that with the increasingly interest in arc-based additive manufacturing for the creation of large
Ti-6Al-4V components with short delivery times, more efforts will be devoted to the production of dedicated wires which can
incorporate some of the most potent grain refiners for this class of alloys.
Other authors have recently used the same strategy of painting each deposited layer of Ti-6Al-4V but using CaF2 [257]. During
activated tungsten inert gas of these alloys, CaF2 is used as a flux to alter the melt pool dimensions, namely decrease of its width. For
wire and arc additive manufacturing, this capability is of special interest, since the resolution obtained using this technique is rather
poor when compared to electron beam and laser power-based techniques [258,259]. The use of the CaF2 was effective in decreasing,
by nearly 30%, the width of the molten pool, which was attributed to a change in the Marangoni convention movement, similar to
what occurred when LaB6 was used [255]. Additionally, the introduction of CaF2 was also seen to affect the microstructure of the as-
built parts by increasing the content of β phase. Despite the higher volume fraction of β phase in the as-built parts, a decrease in the
mechanical strength and decrease in ductility was reported, though the opposite was expected since typically for Titanium alloys the
β phase is more ductile while α has higher mechanical strength. Further detailed studies are necessary to understand how these
microstructural induced changes modified the mechanical properties of the produced parts after the introduction of CaF2.
Though Ti-6Al-4V is the most common Ti alloys used in industry, additive manufacturing of other Ti alloys is also increasing.
Meredy et al. [260] used Si during wire and arc additive manufacturing of commercially pure Ti. Similarly, to [253,255,257] the
grain refiner was introduced using a Si-based paint. The effect of small amounts of Si is clearly evidenced in the cross sections of the
as-built walls depicted in Fig. 18. By increasing the Si content, a significant decrease in the prior β grain size was observed, showing
that Si can effectively refine the width of the columnar grains. However, no columnar to equiaxed transition occurred suggesting that
the as-built parts still present a relatively high anisotropy in their mechanical properties.
Table 4 lists the effect of several alloying elements during fusion-based additive manufacturing of metallic parts, in a similar
methodology as adopted for designing Table 3.
4.4. Control of the microstructure using external stimuli
4.4.1. Electromagnetic stimuli in welding and additive manufacturing
During arc-based welding, the presence of an external magnetic field influences both the arc and weld pool behavior due to the
Lorentz force, F . This force is governed by the current density, j , and the magnetic induction, B , and is defined as = ×F j B .
Electromagnetic stirring can occur when the applied external magnetic field is parallel to welding arc axis, resulting in a Lorentz force
perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the radial component of the diverging current through the arc and weld pool. This
results in the rotation of the arc accompanied by an annular flow of the liquid metal in the fusion zone. In the center and edge of the
molten pool the resulting annular flow is null. The use of electromagnetic stirring during arc-based welding can modify the weld bead
shape and appearance, alter the solidification microstructure of the fusion zone and refine it, decrease porosity and promote the
redistribution of solute in the molten pool [263]. Redistribution of solute during solidification is of special interest to decrease
elemental segregation, which of major importance to decrease hot-cracking susceptibility.
One of the critical issues during fusion-based additive manufacturing is the formation of pores. Pore formation is more likely to
occur in powder-bed systems than in wire-feed ones, since in the former the existence of gases in between the powder particles make
it more prone for the development of porosity during the process. Powder-bed additive manufacturing using laser or electron beam
sources is similar to laser and electron beam welding, respectively [107]. During laser or electron beam welding, the high energy
Fig. 18. Effect of Si addition during wire and arc additive manufacturing of commercially pure Ti: (a) 0.04 wt.% Si; (b) 0.19 wt.%; (c) 0.75 wt.%
(from [260]).
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density of the process can actively contribute to increase the likelihood of pore formation. As previously described, Aluminum alloys
are probably the class of engineering alloys more prone to pore formation during fusion-based welding [264]. Several factors con-
tribute to porosity formation during fusion-based welding, such as: absorption of the gases (N, O and/or H) by the weld pool that are
not released upon solidification; and dissolution of hydrides typically found in as-cast Al parts; instability and keyhole collapse.
One of the most effective way to reduce porosity during laser or electron beam welding of Al alloys is through the use of
electromagnetic stirring. In [265], the authors showed that with electromagnetic stirring it was possible to significantly decrease pore
density, though this was not eliminated completely. Zhou et al. [266], showed that the use of electromagnetic forces during pulsed
laser welding can be used to control the back-filling speed of the weld pool. Control of the back-filling speed during weld solidifi-
cation is critical since two competing factors, solidification rate and back-filling speed, will dictate pore formation. In pulsed laser
welding, after each pulse, the liquid metal at the top of the keyhole will start filling the keyhole. Simultaneously, at the top of the
keyhole the liquid will start to solidify and may prevent complete filling of the keyhole generating porosity in the material. Therefore,
it is critical to delay the solidification process by control of the pulse shape [267] or, as in the case of [266], by the imposition of
external electromagnetic forces. A more comprehensive approach to decrease porosity during laser welding encompasses the use of
both control of the laser pulse and electromagnetic forces.
Despite electromagnetic stirring is not yet used in fusion-based additive manufacturing to control pore formation, recent works
have exploited this procedure to control the microstructure and therefore the mechanical properties of the as-built parts. Liu et al.
[268] have shown that imposing an external magnetic field during laser processing Inconel 718, it was observed a more uniform
residual stress distribution, a decrease in Laves phase formation, and broke the large columnar grains observed in additive manu-
facturing. The decrease in Laves formation in Inconel 718, which is known to be detrimental to the part mechanical properties [269],
is attributed to the redistribution of solute promoted by the stirring effect caused by the applied magnetic field. Nb, Ti and Al are all
alloying elements that then to be segregation during solidification of Inconel, promoting Laves formation. As a result of the stirring in
the melt pool, these elements are redistributed into the melt pool moving from the solid/liquid interface. As a result, Laves formation
significantly decreases, which results in optimized mechanical properties when compared to the parts produced without an external
magnetic field. The more uniform and lower residual stresses in the parts built with an external magnetic field were attributed to the
temperature field variation as a results of the stirring in the melt pool: with the aid of the magnetic field, stirring of the liquid metal
decreases the temperature gradient and decreases solidification speed, hence the lower residual stresses in comparison to samples
fabricated without an magnetic external field. One very important point raised by the work of Liu et al. [268] is the fact that
electromagnetic stirring can be used to effectively increase the mechanical properties of the as-built parts without the need for post-
processing heat treatment. Such is especially relevant for repair operations, where additive manufacturing technologies are starting
to become more relevant [258,259].
Though the use of magnetic external field has not been reported in arc-based additive manufacturing, its potential advantages are
significant. In arc-based additive manufacturing it is possible to obtain very high deposition rates, in opposition to those possible for
powder-bed systems. However, this high deposition rate comes at the expense of loss in dimensional accuracy. As result, arc-based
additively manufactured parts often need to be machined to remove irregularities in the external surfaces. These superficial irre-
gularities arise from the evolution of the melt pool boundary conditions during the process. In traditional arc-based welding, that is,
without superimposition of an external magnetic field, an unstable flow, also called self-flow, of the liquid metal occurs, and random
changes in the width and penetration depth of the melt pool can occur. Different mechanisms act synergistically to create this
Table 4
Effect of different elements during fusion-based additive manufacturing of several engineering alloys.
Alloy system Element used Effect Reference
316L stainless steel TiC Grain refinement [250,251]
Al-12Si (wt.%) TiB2 Grain refinement [248]
AA 2024 Zr Columnar to equiaxed transition; change in the thermal conductivity [192]
AA 5083 Ti Grain refinement; Columnar to equiaxed transition [261]
AA 6061 AlTi5Bi1 (wt.%) Grain refinement [246]
AA 6061 AlSc2 (wt.%) Grain refinement [246]
AA 7075 ZrH2 Grain refinement; columnar to equiaxed transition [13]
Inconel 625 SiC Hardness increase [241]
Inconel 625 TiC Hardness increase [241]
Inconel 625 Al2O3 Decreased structural integrity of the part [241]
Inconel 625 TiB2 Grain refinement; increase of mechanical properties [243]
Inconel 718 WC-W2C Grain refinement [244]
Ti Si Grain refinement [257]
Ti-6Al-4V B Grain refinement [253]
Ti-6Al-4V C Grain refinement [262]
Ti-6Al-4V CaF2 Increase the volume fraction of β phase [257]
Ti-6Al-4V Cr-Mo-Zr Grain refinement; Columnar to equiaxed transition [252]
Ti-6Al-4V Cr-Mo-Zr+ La2O3 Grain refinement; Columnar to equiaxed transition [252]
Ti-6Al-4V LaB6 Grain refinement [255]
Ti20V B Grain refinement [249]
Ti12Mo B Grain refinement [249]
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unstable fluid flow: variations in the surface tension and density with temperature, or the so-called Marangoni effect; buoyance
effects enhanced by the significant different in temperature along the melt pool; electromagnetic forces arising from the divergence of
the electric current within the melt pool; and shear forces resulting from the arc plasma along the surface of the melt pool. The
variation in the width and depth of the melt pool during arc-based welding can be directly transposed to arc-based additive man-
ufactured due to the fundamental similarities between both processes. Therefore, the techniques used to mitigate such deleterious
effects can be effectively used by the additive manufacturing community.
As described in [263], the imposition of an external magnetic field during arc-welding can promote the annular flow to dominate
the self-flow resulting in weld beads with more regular shape and with predictable width and depth. When applied to arc-based
additive manufacturing it the aim of obtaining more stable weld beads, it is expected to obtain parts with increased dimensional
tolerance, reducing the need for post-processing machining making this technique more competitive in comparison with powder-bed
ones.
Another potential application for the use of external magnetic fields during fusion-based additive manufacturing is to promote
grain refinement, similar to what is already well-established in welding. Numerous works have addressed the effect of external
magnetic fields to promote grain refinement in the fusion zone of welded joints [270–272]. Several mechanisms can act to achieve
this refinement effect. One is dendrite fragment whose mechanism has been previously detailed. Another mechanism that can account
for the refinement effect is the decrease of the temperature gradient in the melt pool as a result of the externally imposed electro-
magnetic stimuli. The more thorough mixing of the liquid metal in combination with the decrease in the temperature gradient when a
magnetic field is used increases the constitutional supercooling, which, in turn, enhances nucleation. It must also be noted that both
the magnetic field strength and frequency have distinct effects on grain refinement: higher strength and/or low frequency promote
more effectively grain refinement in the fusion zone. The detrimental effect of increasing the frequency for grain refinement is
attributed to the mobility of the liquid metal which decreases, due to inertia. As pointed out by [270], that the effectiveness of
electromagnetic forces for grain refinement will depend on the alloys to be processed. In fact, for alloy with larger solidification
range, the refinement effect is more notorious since the fragmented particles will have more time to effectively stir within the melt
pool.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, so far, only one work has used an external electromagnetic stimulus to control the grain
size in fusion-based additive manufacturing. In [273], the authors were able to use an external magnetic field during plasma arc
additive manufacturing. When the magnetic field was employed, the stronger stirring effect within the melt pool changed the so-
lidification microstructure from columnar dendritic to near-spheroidal, thus resulting in a more refined grain structure. The induced
Lorentz force was able to create a strong rotation of the liquid metal which promoted breaking of the dendritic tips. The existence of
dendritic fragments, alongside with the reduction of the temperature gradient in the melt pool, effectively refined the grain in
throughout the part. The texture and grain morphology in the electromagnetic assisted parts were seen to be more uniform than when
no magnetic field is imposed, which resulted in higher strength and wear resistance.
Alongside with helping with the fluid flow during the welding or additive manufacturing process, electromagnetic stimuli can be
used to control the droplet transfer, as widely exemplified for arc welding [274]. The transfer modes during welding are known to
affect the shape and dimension of the molten pool, spatter and fumes formation, microstructure and mechanical properties and, more
importantly, production rates. There are currently more than 20 transfer modes in welding [275] and these depend on a series of
complex interaction between the type of filler wire (feedstock material in arc-based additive manufacturing), polarity of the elec-
trode, current and voltage, and shielding gas [187].
From an application point of view, the use of external magnetic fields is easier to implement for welding than for additive
manufacturing. However, as illustrated in [268,273], with proper adaption, the use of this external stimuli can be of extreme im-
portance to tune and enhance the microstructure and mechanical properties of fusion-based additively manufactured parts.
4.4.2. Ultrasonic stimuli in welding and additive manufacturing
Another way to control the grain structure and obtain grain refinement during welding by mechanical means can be achieved by
ultrasonic vibration. Some works [130,161,276] have addressed the use of ultrasonic vibration during fusion-based welding.
In [130,276] ultrasonic vibration of the workpiece was used. However, such approach may be difficult if it is necessary for a tight
clamping of the materials to be welded. If that is the case, ultrasonic vibration can be induced by the attachment of the sonotrode to
the filler material, which, when in contact with the weld pool, will transmit the ultrasonic vibration to the weld pool as exemplified
by Yuan et al. in [161].
Dai [130] during gas tungsten arc welding of AA 7075 and Cui et al. [276] for shielded metal arc welding of an AL-6XN su-
permartensitic stainless steel, used ultrasonic vibration of the base material with different purposes.
In Dai’s work [130] ultrasonic vibration was used to refine the grain structure of the fusion zone and decrease solidification
cracking susceptibility. As a result of the interaction of the ultrasonic waves with the melt pool, higher cooling rates were obtained,
which lead to a decrease in grain size ranging between 30 and 40% when compared to the welds made without ultrasonic vibration.
As a result of this grain size decrease a superior hardness in the fusion zone was obtained.
Cui et al. [276], aimed to promote a thorough mixing in the fusion zone. Often, in arc welding using a filler material, there exists
the formation of unmixed regions. These heterogenous structures can be detrimental to the joint properties, since the effect of the
filler material is negligible in those regions. The effect of the ultrasonic waves in the melt pool results in a strong mixing of liquid
completely avoiding the formation of unmixed regions. The use of ultrasonic stimuli during fusion welding can, therefore, improve
grain refinement but also to homogenize the chemical composition throughout the fusion zone which is typically beneficial for the
material.
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More recently, Yuan et al. used ultrasonic stimuli to refine the fusion zone microstructure of two Mg alloys, AZ31 and AZ91 [161].
In this case, the authors studied the position of the ultrasonic probe relatively to the arc and its influence in the grain refinement.
With the variation of the offset distance between the arc and the ultrasonic probe it was observed that the area fraction of refined
grains first increased, and then decreased. This is related to the fact that if the ultrasonic probe is between the arc and the mushy zone
then dendrite fragmentation is more likely to occur and therefore promote grain refinement. If the probe was placed in the mushy
zone, the grain refinement effect was only visible in the center of the welded joint. An example of the microstructures obtained during
welding of AZ31 with and without ultrasonic are depicted in Fig. 19. In can be observed that the degree of grain refinement
throughout the fusion zone depends on the existence or not of ultrasonic stirring but also on the relative position of the ultrasonic
probe.
Currently, there are not reports on the use of ultrasonic stimuli during fusion-based additive manufacturing. However, the ad-
vantages in terms of microstructural controls are significant and may trigger the interest of the additive manufacturing community to
invest in this different approach to obtain grain refinement and a more evenly distributed composition in the as-built parts.
4.5. Summary and future expectations regarding the microstructural control during additive manufacturing
There is a series of actions in arc welding that can be used to improve the microstructure of the melted region, refining the grain
size, controlling its chemical composition and, thus, its mechanical properties. Additionally, there is a multitude of potential alloys
systems that can be used in additive manufacturing. Some works [13] report that more than 5500 different alloys are currently
available for additive manufacturing, though only few such as Inconel, Ti-6Al-4V and AlSi10Mg, for example, can actually be pro-
duced with appropriate microstructures and defect-free. The same effect was previously observed during welding, where a vast range
Fig. 19. Microstructure in the fusion zone of AZ31 welds: (a) without ultrasonic stirring; (b) with ultrasonic stirring and the ultrasonic probe located
between the arc and the mushy zone; (c) with ultrasonic stirring and the ultrasonic probe located in the mushy zone. Adapted from [161].
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of alloys were considered “unweldable”. However, these “unweldable” alloys turned out to be weldable provided that appropriate
processes and procedures were developed. These, as described in this section, encompass the modulation of the heat source, use grain
refiners or adjust operating procedures. Some key examples from both welding can additive manufacturing were selected and dis-
cussed to highlight the multiple similarities between processes and microstructural evolution.
It is expected that with the growing research in the fundamental aspects of non-equilibrium solidification of fusion-based additive
manufacturing and with the support of knowledge generated by welding community, most of the available alloys for additive
manufacturing can in fact be produced with optimized microstructures and adequate mechanical properties for functional and
structural applications.
5. Process parameter optimization criteria for additive manufacturing
A critical issue in additive manufacturing is to optimize the process parameters to obtain defect-free parts. Typically, in both laser
and electron beam additive manufacturing research works, process parameters as power, travel speed and hatch distance are varied
to obtain fully dense. However, a literature survey shows that there is a wide range of process parameters combinations capable of
obtaining defect-free parts, or defective ones, even when the energy density is the same.
Additionally, in additive manufacturing, it is critical to determine the hatch distance that, for a given set of power, travel speed
and layer thickness, can be used to produce parts free of porosities or lack of fusion without sacrificing productivity.
The hatch distance selection should be performed to ensure that one deposited track is fully joined to the previous one avoiding
detrimental production defects, such as lack of fusion and/or pores. In powder-bed systems the heat conduction is not as effective as
in wire feed systems, owing to potential irregularities in the powder distribution that may prevent optimum heat flow during the
interaction between the heat source and the material. For that reason, often it is possible to observe regions where the powder did not
completely melt resulting in an internal defect that may compromise the integrity of the structure. To guarantee that all powder is
completely melted during production and to avoid the presence of lack of fusion defects and pores, it is understandable that the hatch
distance should be as small as possible. However, this approach is not feasible for two main reasons: (1) productivity would decrease
drastically if the hatch distance was significantly reduced; (2) the complex thermal cycles that the already deposited layers would
experience could induce further non-desirable phase transformations (depending on the material used).
The hatch distance is, in fact, the lateral displacement of the heat source between two adjacent layers and there are no theoretical
considerations that allow its determination, that is, the hatch distance is set experimentally. Thus, one objective of this work is to
establish criteria to determine the best hatch distance for any given set of process parameters. For this, three distinct criteria
(geometric, energetic and thermal) are proposed for the optimization of this parameter. The simplifications used ensure that the
obtained hatch distance establishes an upper bound value, thus providing a good starting point for process optimization.
5.1. Geometric criterion to determine the hatch distance, h
Consider, for simplicity, that the fusion zone created in a given deposited track is a semi-circle, as schematically depicted in
Fig. 20. Such simplification is valid owing to the conduction mode model derived by Eagar et al. [277], which predicts this type of
geometry when conduction mode is observed and was experimentally validated for fusion-based additive manufacturing in [149]. To
avoid lack of fusion between a deposited layer and the one deposited underneath, it is necessary to remelt part of the latter. The
thickness of remelted material is defined as Zremelted. Therefore, for a layer thickness defined by Zpowder, the heat source needs to
create a semi-circular fusion zone with a melted radius, Rm, defined according to Eq. (19):
= +R Z Z ,m powder remelted (19)
It is important to notice that it is assumed that the energy used to melt the material is the same whether the material is in powder
or solid.
Since the geometric profile created by a given set of power, travel speed and layer thickness is known, it is possible to select the
Fig. 20. Geometrical profile created by two consecutive melted tracks in additive manufacturing where melting of the powder and partial remelting
of part of the previously deposited layer occurs.
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maximum hatch distance, hmax, that will ensure that the second deposited track will fully melt the deposited powder and part of the
solid substrate, without leaving non-melted powder between the two adjacent tracks. As a consequence of selecting a given hatch
distance, the overlap between the two tracks will be defined by the overlap distance, OL, as depicted in Fig. 20. The overlap distance,
OL, between two consecutive tracks is given by:
=OL R h2 ,m max (20)
However, it must be noticed that increasing the overlap distance, decreases the hatch distance below a maximum value, hmax,
schematically presented in Fig. 20. If the hatch spacing is lower than hmax, a higher amount of previously solidified material will melt
and solidify again. In opposition, if the selected hatch distance is higher than hmax, then there will be an amount of powder that will
not be melted by the following deposited track (Fig. 21).
Thus, the amount of non-melted powder increases when increasing the hatch distance above hmax. The relation between the
Zpowder, Rm and hmax is given by Eq. (21):
=Z R h1
2
4 ,powder m max2 2 (21)
So, the hatch distance, h, should be equal or lower than:
=h h R Z2 ,max m powder2 2 (22)
Expressing in terms of Zremelted and Zpowder (Eq. (19)), the hatch distance should be equal or below hmax, so that:
= +h h Z Z Z2 2 ,max remelted powder remelted2 (23)
Experimentally, it is rather expedite to determine both values of Zremelted and Zpowder (which is, in fact, the thickness of deposited
powder before processing) as it is just necessary to deposit a few tracks of material using different values of power, travel speed (and
eventually layer thickness) and, by analyzing the cross section of those melted deposits, determine the necessary values to obtain the
maximum hatch distance that can ensure complete melting. However, other defects, such as pores, may occur for certain sets of
processing parameters and this reasoning is only valid for situations where keyhole is not observed in additive manufacturing, which
may not be always the case [149].
The above-mentioned criterion allows to determine an optimum hatch spacing simply based on geometric relationships between
consecutive deposited tracks considering that the process parameters (power, P, and travel speed, v) are adequate to generate an
approximate semi-circular region of melted material with a radius of Rm. This geometric criterion does not address the issue of which
process parameters are needed to generate a melted region with a radius Rm. Thus, two additional criteria can be used to determine
the theoretical value of the melted radius, Rm, and thus determine an upper bound value for the hatch distance parameter based on
Eq. (22).
5.2. Energy criterion to determine the melted radius, Rm
This criterion assumes, for simplicity, an adiabatic system and that all the introduced energy is used to raise the material tem-
perature above its melting temperature but below the vaporization point. Under these conditions, the fundamental equation of
calorimetry can be used to determine the process energy (E) as follows:
= + +E m C T m Heat m C T ,p solid solid fusion p liquid liquid (24)
where m is the mass of material [kg]; Cp solid and Cp liquid are the heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1] of the solid and liquid material,
Fig. 21. Schematic representation of a non-melted region if the hatch distance, h, is higher than the maximum allowed hatch distance, hmax.
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respectively; Heatfusion is the latent heat of fusion [J kg−1]; ΔTsolid and ΔTliquid are, respectively, the temperature increase (in [K]) in
both the solid and liquid phases owing to the energy introduced in the control volume. It is assumed that evaporation is negligible, so
the latent heat of evaporation is not considered.
Considering that the beads created during the additive manufacturing process can be approximated to a semi-circular shape, as
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v
the energy defined in Eq. (24) is equivalent to:











(C T Heat C T )
,m
p solid solid fusion p liquid liquid (27)
From Eq. (27) it is possible to determine the theoretical radius of melted material Rm (layer thickness plus a part of the previously
deposited track). Owing to the simplifications assumed to determine Rm, this value is higher than in actual practical conditions, thus
acting as an upper bound limit. That is, this is the maximum radius of melted pool created for a given set of processing parameters.
After Rm is known it is possible to determine the upper bound value for the hatch distance using Eq. (22).
5.3. Thermal criterion to determine the melted radius, Rm
The third proposed criterion to determine the Rm value is based on the Rosenthal equation, which is widely used to estimate the
thermal cycle experienced in conduction welding mode.










Analyzing the temperature distribution at x= 0, where the temperature is maximum, a simplified equation (Eq. (28)) allows to
determine the temperature T at a distance R from the heat source:







In this criterion, similarly to previous based on energy considerations, it is assumed that part of the melted material incorporates
the thickness of the powder layer, as well as, a fraction of the previously deposited layer to ensure complete joining between two
consecutive layers. The thermal diffusivity (α) and the thermal conductivity (K) are related to the powder. An efficiency parameter, η,
needs to be coupled to account for the power losses, such as radiation to air, convection in the molten pool or conduction to adjacent
material.
Calculating the radius R corresponding to the liquidus temperature of the material, it is possible to determine the corresponding
Rm value. Though Eq. (28) cannot be explicit in terms of the radius R, it is possible to obtain the pair of numerical values
Fig. 22. Schematic representation of the control volume assuming (for simplification) a semi-circular melt pool used for the determination of the
energy introduced during the process.
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(temperature; radius) based on a given power introduced in the material and its thermophysical properties. Therefore, the solution of
interest is the pair (liquidus temperature; Rm). With the theoretical value of Rm calculated, the maximum hatch distance can be
computed using Eq. (22).
5.4. Effectiveness of the proposed criteria
It is important to emphasize that all the proposed criteria consider some simplifications, namely: it is assumed that the ther-
mophysical properties of the powder and of the as-deposited material are the same, disregarding the effects of porosity and grain
boundaries between individual powder grains.
Other process variables, such as layer thickness and powder grain size are important to ensure that parts are fully dense and free
of defects. If the layer thickness is larger than half of the beam diameter, the probability to have regions with incomplete fusion
gradually increases with increasing hatching distance. Additionally, it is not possible to obtain powders with a tight control of grain
size distribution, without compromising powder production costs. Therefore, it is important to take into consideration the powder
size distribution. If the powder distribution is slightly skewed towards high grain sizes (above half of the beam diameter), the
probability for lack of fusion to occur is more significant. Furthermore, the use of irregular shaped powders [146] or reused powders
[278] may impair heat conduction and the process parameters will need adjustments to ensure complete melting during the build.
To test the effectiveness of the proposed criteria, the maximum theoretical hatch distance was computed based on the energetic
and thermal criteria. No calculations were performed for the geometric criterion since these are based on cross section measurements
of single tracks.
For the energetic criterion, data from [148] was selected. In [148], the authors have comprehensively studied the influence of
hatch distance on the production of compact parts in AISI 316L stainless steel by laser additive manufacturing. From Fig. 23, it can be
observed that there is a point where the hatch distance used in [148] is higher than the theoretical computed value. In fact, in [148],
it was observed that after this point the as-build parts start to have a lower density as a result of the porosity created, which is in good
agreement with the fact that the selected hatch distance is higher than the one calculated by the energy criterion. Nevertheless, it
must be mentioned that the porosity of the samples produced in [148] is lower than 1%.
For the thermal criteria, the experimental parameters selected were those used in the production of Ti-6Al-4V parts by laser
additive manufacturing reported in [279]. In that study, the hatch distance was kept constant at 50 µm, varying both the laser power
and the travel speed. The maximum calculated hatch distance for the different processing parameters is depicted in Fig. 24.
As it can be observed, typically, the maximum theoretical hatch distance is higher than the value used in [279], but this is still a
good approach for a first screening to determine the hatch distance for a given set of processing parameters. Furthermore, these
results suggest that in the case of Ref. [279], for some experimental conditions, the hatch distance could be increased thus increasing
productivity.
Schematically, the methodology to determine the maximum theoretical hatch distance for the three proposed criteria can be
schematically presented in Fig. 25.
From these three distinct criteria, it is possible to obtain a good reference for the hatch distance for a given set of power and travel
speed of the heat source, despite the assumptions made, the major ones being: all the energy is transferred into the material and the
heat source diameter was taken as a point. From a practical perspective, the geometric criterion is the simplest to use to determine the
optimum hatch distance.
In order for other researchers to be able to use the aforementioned criteria and obtain the theoretical values of both Rm and hatch
distance, an Excel file with those equations is permanently available at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1ZPVqNRFlxv7fYbeslL7Ppw6NlQYodSN4?usp=sharing.
Fig. 23. Comparison between calculated hatch distance based on energetic criterion and the one used in [148] (power and layer thickness were kept
constant and the velocity varied) with maximum theoretical hatch distance determined based on Eq. (22).
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6. A dimensionless parameter for energy density calculations in additive manufacturing
As referred before, there is no universal equation to determine the energy input or energy density in additive manufacturing.
Additionally, from the analysis previously presented, two parameters were not considered, and these were the diameter of the heat
source and the powder grain size.
Thus, it is necessary to develop a more generic definition of the energy or power input during additive manufacturing that
considers both the heat source diameter and the size of the powder particles or the diameter of raw wires, for powder-bed and wire
fed systems, respectively. Such would greatly help to replicate experiments and could potentially benefit the additive manufacturing
community so that the influence of different process parameters could be fully understood and manipulated to achieve high quality
parts. In the course of their research, the authors of the current paper have noticed that several works often do not report, for
example, the beam diameter used which is of paramount importance.
One potential explanation for this may be related to the fact that most research laboratories use industrial equipment, and these
usually have fixed working parameters (such as beam spot size and defocusing) with no possible adjustment. This is a common
procedure in industrial equipment, where the parameters to control are set to a limited range to prevent damages and reduce setup
time. Therefore, it is possible to assume that the beam diameter used in those investigations is the one set by the machine manu-
facturer. However, for academia-related research, additive manufacturing machines have more degrees of freedom and manu-
facturers tend to allow that process variables can be changed when compared to close-looped machines used in industry.
The considerable number of equations used to describe the energy and/or power put into play during fusion-based additive
manufacturing makes it difficult to compare different works and interpret some of the results. Therefore, it is proposed an equation




where β is a dimensionless parameter defined as the ratio between the powder grain size or wire diameter (gs) and the diameter of the
heat source (dHeatSource):
Fig. 24. Use of the thermal criterion to evaluate the hatch distance: comparison between hatch distance used in [279] (for process parameters were
the layer thickness was kept constant, while the power and the travel speed were varied) with maximum theoretical hatch distance determined
based on Eq. (22). The hatch distance used in all experimental conditions of [279] was of 50 µm.
Fig. 25. Schematic representation of the methodology used to determine the maximum theoretical hatch distance for the three proposed criteria.







With the introduction of the β parameter, it is possible to consider all the main process parameters including the beam diameter,
dHeatSource, and the average grain size of the powder, gs, or the diameter of the wire for wire-fed systems. It must be noticed that the
use of the β parameter is only valid for additive manufacturing techniques based on laser or electron beam sources, since in arc-based
ones it is not possible to accurately quantify the size of the heat source.
The use of dimensionless numbers in additive manufacturing was already used in [280,281] to gain a clearer understanding on
the influence of different process parameters on the quality of the produced parts and to correlate process parameters of different
research groups, though it was not introduced yet in the energy density equation.
To evaluate the feasibility of using the β parameter to compare the process parameters in powder-bed additive manufacturing, it
was computed the energy density values with and without the β parameter based on key reference works of additive manufacturing of
Ti-6Al-4V alloy [73,279,282–284], as depicted in Fig. 26.
Note that the selected process parameters were the ones that ensured a dense part (> 99%) after the building process.
Without the use of the β parameter, the energy density to produce a given part by powder-bed laser additive manufacturing, can
range from as low as 33 J/mm3 up to 293 J/mm3. In opposition, when the energy density calculation is performed using the di-
mensionless parameter β, the energy density varies in a significantly narrower range, between 20 and 54 J/mm3. This evidences the
need to introduce both the powder grain size and the heat source diameter to effectively compare works performed by different
research groups in distinct experimental conditions.
7. Conclusions
This paper evidences the major similarities between fusion-based multipass arc welding and fusion-based additive manufacturing,
especially in terms of thermal effects, solidification mechanisms, and chemical reactions within the melted region, as well as, dis-
tortion and residual stresses. The major concepts developed in fusion welding were described in detail and applied to different
materials that are also being used in additive manufacturing.
Several techniques exist to avoid defects and improve the microstructure of the fusion and heat affected zones that can be directly
transferred to both powder-bed and arc-based additive manufacturing.
A critical analysis of additive manufacturing was made in light of welding to optimize processing parameters showing the sy-
nergistic relation between both processes.
Three distinct criteria (geometric, energetic and thermal) were used to determine an optimum hatch distance for a given set of
process parameters. Evaluation of these criteria was performed using actual data reported in the literature. It was observed that the
theoretical values of the hatch distance correspond to an upper bound limit, which can be of assistance for researchers to tune the
process parameters (power, travel speed and layer thickness) to obtain defect-free parts without compromising productivity.
However, there are other process parameters, namely the size of the heat source and the grain size of the material to be deposited,
that affect the quality of additive manufacturing, besides those contained in the heat input concept. Thus, it is proposed an equation
to compute the energy density (ED), or in-volume heat input, that takes into consideration the main process parameters: power (P),




Fig. 26. Comparison of the energy density calculations with (fully colored symbols) and without (open symbols) the dimensionless β parameter,
defined by the grain size to beam diameter ratio. References [73,279,282–284] were used for these calculations.
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where β is a dimensionless parameter, defined as: = gd
s
HeatSource
This allows to compare the energy density used with different equipment and experimental conditions taking in consideration the
main process parameters. It was verified that the energy density to obtain defect-free parts by additive manufacturing has significant
less scattering, when compared to the same equation without considering the dimensionless parameter β.
8. Future outlook
Ongoing research on additive manufacturing is too much focused on controlling deposition strategies using internet of things and
computer-based tools regardless of materials. This is an important field to assess the economic and social aspects of the technology.
However, materials and their properties cannot be disregarded as they are the ones determining the performance of manufactured
components.
Thus, refocusing on the technology, other areas still need to be addressed:
(1) Thermal analysis combining material thermo-physical properties (e.g. thermal expansion coefficient) and deposition strategies to
minimize defects and distortions. Existing work on multipass welding by electric arc and laser welding could be a starting point to
further develop and shorten the time needed to industrialize apply additive manufacturing.
(2) Microstructural and mechanical properties of parts closely follow the solidification evolution observed in fusion welding for a
wide diversity of materials, including non-ferrous alloys.
(3) Existing knowledge on arc welding technology can be directly incorporated into wire and arc additive manufacturing, namely:
heat source manipulation; operating processes, including shielding gases effect; chemical corrections of the molten pool.
(4) Welding metallurgy is, nowadays, a well-established research field where the effect of heat input on cooling rates can be
quantified and modified to prevent detrimental effects, such as porosity or formation of precipitation. This knowledge can be
directly incorporated into additive manufacturing techniques were fusion occurs.
(5) Other areas not target by this paper but already identified concern the study of impact loading and fatigue resistance of additively
manufactured parts.
(6) Finally, the potential of using distinct powder material combinations to produce functional graded parts for high value appli-
cations is also a challenge.
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